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Enrollment inequities among racially minoritized (RM) students is an ongoing challenge facing health professions programs in the United States, including optometry schools. As the Director of Admissions for one Doctor of Optometry program located in Northeastern United States, I aim to increase the percentage of RM applicants by 4% (from 12% to 16%) by March 1, 2025 through concerted efforts aimed at improving its recruitment process. For this inquiry, I developed a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ community cultural wealth (CCW) and integrates it into the existing recruitment strategy which has historically failed to center RM students. The inquiry was guided by two questions: (1) How does a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ CCW influence their habitus, aspiration, and application for optometry school?; and (2) How does a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ CCW influence SFV’s ability to attract them to the organization?

The inquiry was guided by English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice model and Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth theory, and redefined habitus as “an RM student’s sense of self and place within a health professions school context as influenced by their community cultural wealth.” It utilized an improvement science approach and adopted quantitative methods for assessing RM students’ self-reported measurements of their CCW (habitus), access to resources, aspirations for applying, and engagement with the optometry program over time. Data
were collected via a pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-survey administered via Qualtrics XM.

The key findings demonstrate that acknowledging RM students’ community cultural wealth in recruitment may improve their self-assessed perceptions of CCW (habitus) and how they may be assets in the application process. While this is a positive implication for increasing RM students’ pipeline flow to optometry school, structural barriers concerning total costs and standardized exams persisted among participants and further consideration of these barriers is warranted. The inquiry provides recommendations for centering and empowering RM students in recruitment to meet an organization’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging goals.
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1.0 Introduction

Enrollment inequities among racially minoritized students (RM students, known commonly in the literature as Underrepresented Racial Minorities or URMs and comprised of African American, Latino/a/x, and American Indian students) is an ongoing challenge facing health professions programs in the United States. While these minoritized groups make up 33% of the total U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019), they comprise no more than 15.2% of the total enrollment in health professions schools (American Dental Association, 2020). Yet, consideration of RM students’ representation in health professions programs is essential for long-term improvement in access to and quality of healthcare for RM patients (Lacy et al., 2012; Marshall, 2018).

The U.S. population is becoming increasingly diverse in its racial, ethnic, and linguistic characteristics. The U.S. Census Bureau (2020) projects that by 2045, non-Hispanic whites will no longer make up a majority of the nation’s population, and, as of 2020, over 50% of children in the United States were born a race other than non-Hispanic white. Projections further suggest that by 2028, 14.9% of the U.S. population will have been born in a foreign country, making this the highest percentage since 1850 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2020). People of two or more races are projected to be the fastest growing group in the United States followed by Asian and Latino/a/x populations. These population shifts are certain to prompt different needs in the delivery of and access to our nation’s resources with an emphasis on healthcare and education being central to ensuring a vibrant, healthy, and educated society.

Historically, studies have shown that RM groups suffer disproportionate rates of health complications and are more likely to report their health as poor or feeling ill (Hall et al., 2015).
Despite this fact, 46% of Latino/a/x and 39% of African American adults report not having a regular doctor compared to 26% of White adults (Betancourt et al., 2003). Furthermore, 22% of Latino/a/x and 16% of African American adults report major problems in accessing specialty care compared to 8% of White adults (Betancourt et al., 2003). These realities are further exacerbated by the fact that RM groups are overrepresented among the uninsured population with Latino/a/x and African American adults reporting rates of 25% and 14%, respectively, compared to 9% of non-Hispanic whites (Buchmueller & Levy, 2020). As a result, RM patients are more likely to forego care compared to non-Hispanic white patients (Buchmueller & Levy, 2020), thus uncovering a stark racial disparity in access to healthcare in the U.S..

Evidence suggests that diversifying the sociocultural makeup of care providers has a positive effect on minimizing healthcare disparities confronting RM groups (Betancourt et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2015; Saha et al., 2003). While minoritized physicians make up just 9% of the physician pool, they care for 25% of the African American and 23% of Latino/a/x patient populations (Betancourt et al., 2003). Furthermore, 45% of African American and 24% of Latino/a/x physicians accept Medicaid for their patients compared to 18% of non-Hispanic white physicians (Betancourt et al., 2003). Racial concordance between the patient and the care provider is further linked to the quality and outcome of care as RM patients are more likely to self-rate greater satisfaction and higher quality of care with physicians who are of racial/cultural concordance (Saha et al., 2003). RM care providers are therefore more likely than their majority counterparts to serve the underserved and to work to improve accessibility and quality of care for some of the nation’s fastest growing populations.

These findings have promoted numerous strategies across the healthcare sector to improve health outcomes for minoritized patients including recruitment initiatives for RMs within the
Department of Health and Human Services, academic health centers, hospitals, medical schools, and other health professions schools (Betancourt et al., 2003). While medical and health professions schools have been working toward increasing the diversity of their student bodies over the past half-century, the racial and ethnic composition of the medical profession has not changed substantially over the past 30 years (Freeman et al., 2016). The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) portrays a stagnant illustration of enrollment of racially minoritized students throughout the years with RM students comprising approximately 12% of U.S. medical school enrollees in 1991 (Freeman et al., 2016), increasing to merely 13.5% of the total medical school enrollment in 2019 (AAMC, 2019).

The gaps in RM student enrollment are seen across a multitude of health professions programs. The American Dental Association (ADA) reports the total enrollment of RM students in dentistry schools is: 9.3% Latino/a/x, 5.5% Black, and 0.4% American Indian/Alaska Native (2020). RM students, therefore, represent a total of 15.2% of all dentistry students. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) reports the total enrollment of RM students in medical schools is: 7.1% Black, 6.2% Latino/a/x, and 0.2% American Indian/Alaska Native (2019), with RM students representing 13.5% of all medical students. The Association for Schools and Colleges of Optometry (ASCO) reports the total enrollment of RM students in optometry schools is: 7.2% Latino/a/x, 3.4% Black, and 0.6% American Indian/Alaska Native (2021), comprising 11.2% of all optometry students. These data make apparent that a lack of representation of RM students in health professions programs persists.

Arguably, bans and limitations on race-based affirmative action (RBAA) have affected higher education’s ability to racially diversify their student bodies, especially within health professions programs (Allen, 2005; Garces & Cogburn, 2015; Orfield et al., 2007; Tierney, 1997).
While former President Lyndon B. Johnson’s 1965 executive order required that “all government contracting agencies take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin,” public organizations were afforded the flexibility to create an affirmative action plan tailored to their unique interests (Tierney, 1997, p. 167). As a result, this variability in the execution of affirmative action plans contributed to an atmosphere of national contention and numerous Supreme Court rulings debating the constitutionality of race-based affirmative action in U.S. higher education.

Several state bans against RBAA pose significant challenges for increasing student enrollment of RMs in health professions programs. Eight states currently have RBAA bans in public university admissions (Garces & Cogburn, 2015; Garces & Mickey-Pabello, 2015), presenting obstacles to identifying and considering RMs in the admissions process and limiting the ability of health professions programs to actively work to increase RM student enrollment in these states. While only eight states have legal bans, other states have leaned toward race neutrality to avoid potential litigations with race conscious practices. Proponents of RBAA bans argue that race is an inconsequential component in admissions as administrators have a host of other factors to consider in diversifying their student bodies (Allen, 2005; Garces & Bilyalov, 2019; Garces & Mickey-Pabello, 2015; Orfield et al., 2007; Tierney, 1997). Despite this claim, while consideration of socioeconomics, first-generation college student status, geographic region, and high school attended may be effective alternatives to creating a diverse environment (Orfield et al., 2007; Reardon et al., 2017), no other factor increases or maintains the representation of RM students as effectively as RBAA (Flores & Horn, 2015; Kiddler & Gandara, 2017). The challenging climate around RBAA is a barrier in diversifying student bodies, and health professions programs’
admissions departments are faced with critically identifying alternatives to increase RM enrollment in their schools.

1.1 Problem of Practice

In concordance with the national RM student enrollment inequities confronting U.S. health professions programs, my place of practice, the School for Vision (SFV, a pseudonym), similarly fails to meet its enrollment goals for a more representative and diverse optometry student profile. As part of the strategic goal to “attract the brightest and most motivated students with demonstrated leadership potential,” SFV has proposed to “further develop recruitment strategies to better attract and enroll racially minoritized (RM) and economically disadvantaged students to bring the College’s RM enrollment profile above the national average in optometry [12% or higher]” (SFV, 2018, n.p.).

While a historic feat was achieved with the entering class of 2020 comprising 17% RM student enrollees (see Figure 1), SFV’s average RM student enrollment between 2016-2020 remains at 9.9% (see Figure 2), and the entering class of 2021 is expected to remain at this average with 9% RM student enrollees. Thus, while significant improvements have been made, marked by the 5-year average increases over the past decade (see Figure 2), SFV’s admissions practices are not yet meeting the institution’s goal of enrolling RM students at the rate of 12% or higher. An improved approach for attracting and enrolling RM students is thus warranted to make significant progress towards meeting the stated goal.

Numerous strategies have been employed to recruit RM students and increase their enrollment at SFV. These include a state-funded pipeline program (SFPP, a pseudonym) offering
bi-annual internships to RM and/or economically disadvantaged students, a digital marketing campaign targeted for RM prospective students, purchasing lists of SAT takers by race/ethnicity, and collaborations with professionals who work with RM students such as pre-health advisors.

The overarching approach of the strategies is to nurture an interest in optometry by educating prospective RM students to the profession and providing support in the application process (e.g., SFPP offers application and standardized test prep fee waivers). These strategies are expected to have contributed to increases in RM student enrollment realized over time, albeit not at the rate SFV proposed.

![Figure 1 RM Student Applicants, Acceptees, and Enrollees at SFV, 2011-2020, in Percentage of Overall Totals in Each Category](image-url)
Optometry as a profession also lacks representation of RM groups and has throughout history despite countless efforts aimed at diversifying its pipeline of doctors. Based on 2010 U.S. census data, African American and Latino/a/x optometrists represent 2.5% and 4.7% of the profession, while the former group represents 13% and the latter 19% of the total U.S. population (Chen, 2012; U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). The National Optometric Association was founded in 1969 to bring to center issues that resonate with African American optometrists, particularly the recruitment of minoritized optometry students and the practice of optometry in minoritized communities (National Optometric Association, n. d.).

As the Director of Admissions at SFV, I am positioned as the second in line administrative leader of the admissions department and overseer of this problem of practice. I report directly to the Dean for Student Affairs / Chief Diversity Officer who leads SFV’s efforts toward realizing its diversity, equity, and inclusion goals. The admissions department is furthermore comprised of two staff members, nine faculty members, and four students who make up the Admissions Committee.
1.2 AIM / Change Idea

In response to my problem of practice at SFV and the review of supporting knowledge to follow, I aim to increase the percentage of RM applicants by 4% (from 12% to 16%) by March 1, 2025 through concerted efforts aimed at improving SFV’s recruitment process. Specifically, I developed a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ community cultural wealth (CCW) (Yosso, 2005) and integrates it into the existing strategy that historically failed to center RM students. At the time of this intervention, SFV had a five-year RM applicant acceptance rate of 22.61% and an enrollment yield of 75.03%, as shown in Table 1. Thus, if controlling for application totals, acceptance rates, and enrollment yield (as those are difficult to predict and beyond the scope of this inquiry), a 4% increase in RM student applications projects enrolling a RM student body of 12%, the goal of the organization.

Table 1 Five-year Projections for RM Student Applications and Enrollment Percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5-Yr Cycle</th>
<th>AVG Total Apps (n)</th>
<th>AVG Total RM Apps (n)</th>
<th>AVG Total RM Apps (%)</th>
<th>AVG RM Acceptance Rate (%)</th>
<th>AVG RM Enrollees (%)</th>
<th>AVG RM Enrollment Yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-2015</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7.12%</td>
<td>17.90%</td>
<td>6.32%</td>
<td>75.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-2020</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>12.04%</td>
<td>22.61%</td>
<td>9.91%</td>
<td>75.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-2025</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16.63%</td>
<td>22.61%</td>
<td>12.75%</td>
<td>75.03%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aim and corresponding change idea of this inquiry were informed by English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice model and Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth theory¹. Graduate School Choice is a theoretical framework for describing individual and

¹ I sought and received permission to use both theories for this inquiry (see Appendix A).
institutional characteristics contributing to graduate school aspiration, application, and enrollment (English & Umbach, 2016). The framework consists of four layers; however, they focus their inquiry on layers 1 and 2, concerning the individual and undergraduate institution characteristics (see Appendix B). They do not consider the graduate school context (layer 3) or the societal context (layer 4), and no other model or study has examined the Graduate School Choice framework to the extent that they demonstrated (English & Umbach, 2016). Their model posits that habitus, an individual’s sense of self and place within society as influenced by cultural and social environments, is the individual characteristic most deterministic in generating all three phases of the graduate school choice (English & Umbach, 2016). While a helpful theory for practitioners involved in graduate school enrollment, the model comes with several limitations. In addition to excluding the outer two layers, English and Umbach do not directly assess habitus in their study. Rather, they arrive at their conclusion using previous definitions and assessments of habitus derived from Human Capital Theory (HCT), an economic theory that assumes an individual’s ability to produce economic value relies on their knowledge, skills, and abilities (Becker, 1962). This definition was later converted to represent personal demographics operationalized by human and social capital (Perna, 2006). This definition of habitus may not fairly consider RM students given that traditional notions of cultural and social capital are derived from white normativism and fail to acknowledge or value the cultural and social norms of racially minoritized communities (Yosso, 2005). Therefore, for purposes of this inquiry, I situate my change idea within the Graduate School Choice model by replacing the traditional notions of cultural and social capital that influence habitus with Community Cultural Wealth. Community Cultural Wealth is a critical race theory revolved around understanding and learning from the cultural knowledges, skills, resources, and networks inherent among RM communities (Yosso, 2005) (see Figure 3).
Accordingly, I posited that, through development of a specialized recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ CCW in relation to their health professions goals, I may positively influence habitus (as I define it by CCW) and aspiration for applying to the OD program. I therefore expect to increase applications from this population related to the aim of this inquiry. To test this theory of improvement, I conducted a quantitative analysis measuring prospective RM students’ self-rated habitus determined by Yosso’s (2005) CCW, aspiration, and application to optometry school.

Minimizing enrollment disparities among RM applicants for the Doctor of Optometry (OD) program comprises both my responsibility and charge as Director of Admissions at SFV. Successfully doing so is tantamount to improving access to eye and vision care for RM patients and actualizing the cognitive benefits of diversity for all students, which are both goals of the organization (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014; Lacy et al., 2012; Marshall, 2018; SFV, 2018). This change idea was therefore deemed timely, strategic, and relevant to the problem of practice.
Recruitment strategies for growing the RM student pipeline in graduate education are most effective when integrated and reflective of a strong commitment toward diversity (Griffin & Muniz, 2011), further supporting the development of my recruitment program, “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals.” Traditional recruitment programs that fall under my purview, concerning primarily the short term, are focused on what a career in optometry offers, why SFV’s program is a premier option, and how to be a competitive applicant. My proposed changes to this program focused on what RM students offer the profession of optometry, how they possess the currency for being competitive applicants, and ways they can remain engaged or further explore SFV or optometry.

1.3 Theory of Improvement

Improving the approach and strategy in which SFV recruits RM applicants is most aligned with the aim of this inquiry, increasing this population’s applications by 4% by March 1, 2025. My proposed strategy concerns short-term recruitment, which, compared to long-term, has proven successful at increasing RM applications across health professions programs (Griffin & Muniz, 2011) and allows for effective measuring of their impact (Anderson et al., 2009). Recruitment furthermore aims to inform and attract prospective students to a specific school or program (Griffin & Muniz, 2011) and, in the health professions, extends to the profession being represented (Andersen et. al, 2009). Thus, recruitment is the common practice utilized to generate interest and applications, the aim of this inquiry. It further relates to phase one of English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice model as it concerns prospective students’ aspiration and application to graduate education.
SFV has a comprehensive recruitment strategy for prospective applicants. Prior to this inquiry, recruitment sessions focused on information/outreach were conducted at undergraduate institutions mostly targeting pre-optometry student clubs. There were also annual open houses promoted and offered to databases of 1,500-3,000 prospective students whose information were collected from inquiries with the admissions department, participation in previous outreach sessions, or purchased lists (SAT takers, for example). Finally, there were biannual internships offered by SFV’s state-funded pipeline program (SFPP), a statewide STEM enrichment program targeted for RM and low-income students residing in the respective state that is home to the SFV (SFPP, 2019). It is primarily offered at undergraduate campuses, making SFV one of just a few graduate programs with a presence of the program.

While all previously established recruitment programs had the potential of capturing RM students, SFPP was the only program specifically targeted for RM students. SFPP operates out of its own department at SFV and is therefore separate from the admissions department. All other programs fall under my responsibility as Director of Admissions. See Figure 4 for a Venn diagram of how this change idea integrates into the existing recruitment strategy (simplified for brevity). To further support my theory of improvement, a visual display of “drivers” or contributors to the achievement of this aim, known as a driver diagram (see Appendix C), highlights that strategically creating a new approach for recruiting RM applicants may improve SFV’s ability to increase applications from this population. Thus, I arrived at the conclusion that this strategy was most viable to achieve the aim of increasing RM applicants by 4% by March 1, 2025.
1.4 Stakeholders

The following stakeholders are connected to the problem of practice and my corresponding change idea. I describe the extent of their connection to the problem and their relationship to the admissions department. These factors were considered in the change idea.

1.4.1 Faculty on Admissions Committee

The faculty on the Admissions Committee make decisions on which applicants to admit and are therefore central to enrolling a more diversified class, though not directly connected to...
recruitment. Currently, the Admissions Committee does not include any member who identifies as racially minoritized. Faculty’s admissions responsibilities consume 10% of their overall work. Their primary responsibility on the Admissions Committee is admitting applicants deemed likely to succeed based primarily around holistic and standardized metrics around academic aptitude. This includes undergraduate GPA, standardized exam scores, professional experience, extracurricular involvement, and leadership potential. The Admissions Committee has a close working relationship with the Admissions Office and holds a significant stake in enrolling a diversified class of students; therefore, it should be considered in devising successful recruitment strategies.

1.4.2 Alumni/Practicing Optometrists

Alumni and practicing optometrists are deemed the most influential stakeholders for generating interest in the profession and SFV’s OD program. Based on a national, annual matriculation survey, 80% of matriculants ranked optometrists as most influential in pursuing the profession, and 30% ranked optometrists (alumni specifically) as most influential in deciding which organization to apply to and attend. These percentages are the highest for each category. While they are influencing the next generation of optometrists, it is not clear how exactly they are doing this or the rate in which they are interacting with RM students. Alumni and practicing optometrist are loosely connected to the Office of Admissions as they are mostly connected to the Alumni department at SFV. Their influence is merited and should be considered in the development of recruitment strategies for RM students.
1.4.3 Currently Enrolled and Prospective Students

Currently enrolled and prospective students are connected to this problem of practice as they are the stakeholders directly impacted. Enrolled students have the potential to influence prospective students and connections are often made between the two groups. For SFV’s RM students, the lack of representation may ensue the burden of being “the only one,” which has been well researched and documented (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014). Current students are involved in various forms of recruitment, including programs for growing the RM student long-term pipeline, and should therefore continue to be considered.

1.4.4 Pre-Health/Undergraduate Advisors

Pre-health and undergraduate advisors assist students in navigating graduate and professional career paths. Data collected on the nationwide matriculation survey reveal over 70% of students report their pre-health advisor as “somewhat” to “very little” on a helpful scale in pursuing optometry. Conversely, pre-health advisors are ranked third most important in navigating the admissions process after practicing optometrists and admissions representatives. These data point to a gap in disseminating knowledge about the profession and SFV’s program to prospective students through their advisors. Pre-health and undergraduate advisors are most connected to prospective students they work with and admissions representatives at schools where a relationship has been formed. Therefore, pre-health advisors are connected to the problem of practice concerning RM student recruitment.
1.4.5 RM Patients

RM patients make up 66.1% of the SFV clinic’s annual patients, leading to SFV serving one of the most diverse patient populations in the nation. Patients interact directly with clinical faculty and enrolled students acquiring their clinical skills and training. Therefore, enrolling a diverse student body, or lack thereof, not only has direct impact on the RM patient experience but also contributes to the limited access and inequitable care RM patients experience in this urban setting and across the nation. RM patients, primarily the youth, may become interested in the profession and SFV’s OD program by virtue of being exposed to the profession and SFV’s clinic. For these reasons, RM patients are also connected to recruitment strategies.

In reviewing all the stakeholders connected to the problem of practice, admissions representatives, faculty on the Admissions Committee, pre-health advisors, current students, and prospective students are most influential over the stated problem of practice and corresponding change idea and thus included in this inquiry. Alumni, practicing optometrists, and RM patients, while important, were not directly involved to keep the scale and scope of this inquiry manageable.

1.5 Conclusion

Increased enrollment of RM students in health professions programs has positive implications for healthcare outcomes in the United States particularly among RM communities (Betancourt et al., 2003; Marshall, 2018). RM physicians are more likely to serve underserved communities with a reported 25% of RM patients being treated by RM physicians despite their less than 10% share of the total physician pool (Betancourt et al., 2003). Health professions
programs, therefore, are integrally positioned to assist in this effort by diversifying their student bodies. An intentional and thorough consideration of how to change the composition of health professions students is warranted. As Director of Admissions at SFV, an organization directly confronted with this problem, I declared my problem of practice as the absence of measurable and reliable recruitment strategies for attracting RM students. Thus, my inquiry aims to understand how a recruitment session that acknowledges RM students’ CCW may influence their habitus, aspiration, and application for optometry school and, further, how it may influence SFV’s ability to attract RM students. The new recruitment program I developed, informed by Yosso’s (2005) CCW theory, is titled “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals.”
2.0 Review of Supporting Knowledge

This inquiry was informed and grounded in literature surrounding my problem of practice. I begin this review of scholarly and professional knowledge with English and Umbach’s (2016) theoretical framework known as Graduate School Choice, describing individuals who aspire to, apply for, and enroll in graduate education. The theoretical framework is important for understanding what personal and institutional factors lead to graduate enrollment and can be used to understand the graduate school choice of RM students pursuing health professions programs. I merge this theory with Community Cultural Wealth, a critical race theory used to understand and learn from the cultural knowledges, skills, resources, and networks inherent among RM communities (Yosso, 2005). Then, I focus on identifying elements contributing to the metaphorical leak in the RM student pipeline to health professions programs. The pipeline is defined as the rate in which individuals enter and advance through the educational pipeline to the workforce (Allen-Ramdial & Campell, 2014; McGee et al., 2012) and is central to understanding why the extant enrollment disparities may exist. Finally, I consider effective recruitment strategies for increasing pipeline flow of RM students into health professions programs. Recruitment practices are vital in growing both the aspiration and application to graduate programs, which are both needed to impact enrollment.
2.1 Graduate School Choice

Before understanding the metaphorical leaky pipeline to health professions programs for RM students, there must first be a consideration of factors that influence the decision to pursue graduate education. This area of research has been coined “graduate school choice” and refers to the decision to pursue any post-baccalaureate degree program at the master’s, doctoral-research, or doctoral-professional practice level (English & Umbach, 2016; Perna, 2004). While theoretically based scholarly research on the concept lags considerably behind that of undergraduate school choice, graduate school choice has been determined to consist of three phases: initial aspiration, submission of application(s), and enrollment into a graduate program (English & Umbach, 2016). Both individual and institutional characteristics influence all three phases of the process (English & Umbach, 2016; Perna, 2006; Zhang, 2005).

At both the individual and institutional levels, extant research explains who is most likely to aspire to, apply for, and enroll in graduate education. Across all studies, undergraduate Grade Point Average (GPA) has been determined to be the strongest predictor for all three phases of the graduate school choice process (Millet, 2003; Zhang, 2005), and the higher the GPA the stronger the correlation with each subsequent phase of the process (English & Umbach, 2016). In addition to GPA, an individual’s undergraduate major is correlated with all three phases of the graduate school choice. Students majoring in pure fields (e.g., biology) are more likely to pursue graduate education than are students majoring in applied fields (e.g., business) (English & Umbach, 2016). Together, an undergraduate student majoring in a pure field with a 4.0 GPA can therefore be predicted as most likely to pursue a graduate degree.

When controlling for all factors other than race/ethnicity, RM populations are not less likely to aspire to graduate school, yet they are still underrepresented in graduate programs. African
American students are statistically more likely to aspire to, apply for, and enroll in graduate education compared to their White counterparts (English & Umbach, 2016; Millet, 2003; Perna, 2004); Latino/a/x students are more likely to aspire to and apply for graduate education compared to their White counterparts but not enroll in a graduate program (English & Umbach, 2016; Perna, 2004). No such comparative analyses exist for American Indian students. Despite these findings in 2008, African Americans earned 6.6% and Latino/a/xs earned 5.7% of all doctorates, whereas White Americans earned 75.4% and Asian Americans earned 8.3%, respectively (National Science Foundation, 2009). Furthermore, the Council of Graduate Schools reports that White students make up 62.4% of the overall graduate student population, an equal representation of the total U.S. population, whereas Black students make up 11.3% and Latino/a/x students 9.6%, an underrepresentation of their total U.S. population (Allum & Okahana, 2015). Therefore, a disparity among RM students enrolled in graduate education, including health professions programs, persists and a further investigation is warranted.

Contrary to race and ethnicity, college generational status influences the graduate choice process; first-generation students are statistically disadvantaged at all phases of the process. Individuals whose parents completed a baccalaureate degree are statistically more likely to apply for graduate education, and individuals whose parents completed a master’s degree are statistically more likely to enroll in graduate education (English & Umbach, 2016). While more dated studies have focused specifically on the education level of the father (Zhang, 2005), more recent studies are unclear as to whether the predictive power relies on either parent or both.

Undergraduate institutional selectivity has often been a proxy for predicting graduate school choice (Millet, 2003; Zhang, 2005), though it has been excluded from more recent studies considering that college rankings have been challenged as a proxy for academic quality (English
Instead, students graduating from research universities, both public and private, have been found to be statistically most likely to pursue graduate education, whereas students who attend specialized institutions and baccalaureate colleges are less likely (English & Umbach, 2016; Perna, 2004). While undergraduate debt, as incurred by institution type, has not correlated with any phases of graduate school choice (English & Umbach, 2016), RM students are indeed more likely to make cost-sensitive enrollment decisions such as staying closer to home or enrolling at less prestigious institutions for affordability (Ramirez, 2013).

The individual and institutional characteristics determining entry into graduate programs have most predictive power when examined through Perna’s (2006) educational choice framework. While the original model was designed to study undergraduate education, English’s and Umbach’s (2016) model adapted the framework to examine graduate education. Perna’s (2006) framework posits that the school choice process is situated within a four-layer context of macro, meso, and micro influences. The fourth layer is the social, economic, and policy context. The third layer is the higher education context. The second layer is the school and community context, and first layer is the habitus, one’s internal set of beliefs about the world inclusive of their place within it. In their adaptation of the framework for graduate education, English and Umbach (2016) modified the third layer to focus on graduate school context and the second layer to focus on undergraduate institution context. Both the first and fourth layers remain the same (see Appendix B).

It is important to note that each layer of the school choice framework is expected to influence the proceeding or preceding layer and ultimately impact the school choice process. In other words, the socio-economic-political context influences the graduate school context, which influences the undergraduate institution context, which in turn influences the individual/habitus
context. It can also be interpreted in the other direction, beginning with the individual context and ending in the socio-economic-political context. To this end, considering RM students specifically, it has been noted that layer 2, the institution context, also has habitus and that organizational habitus may be just as, if not more, influential in the school choice process than the individual habitus (Nunez & Bowers, 2011). Furthermore, regarding the school choice process, RM students may not funnel through the phases in a linear order the way English and Umbach’s (2016) model posits (Acevedo-Gil, 2017).

Focusing on layer 1, individual/habitus, research has overwhelmingly been informed by Human Capital Theory (HCT) (Paulsen & Toutkashian, 2008). HCT is an economic theory that assumes an individual’s ability to produce economic value relies on their knowledge, skills, and abilities (Becker, 1962), which encompass undergraduate GPA and major in this context (i.e., the 4.0 student majoring in a “pure” field). Perna (2006) converted HCT into an individual’s habitus, influenced by personal demographics and operationalized by human and social capital. While habitus is unique to individuals, it is influenced by the environment in which one exists (Perna, 2006).

Cultural capital refers to the broad set of cultural knowledge that an individual acquires from a parent, grandparents, or caregiver, which influences one’s ability to navigate the educational choice process that inherently values cultural norms perpetuated by the system or institution (Perna, 2006). Social capital refers to the network of connections and resources an individual has access to, which in the educational choice context, may influence insights into the admissions processes and pursuit of financial aid (Perna, 2006).
2.1.1 Community Cultural Wealth

While these definitions of cultural and social capital are broadly used, it is important to also consider capital that are specific to RM students and their communities (Yosso, 2005). Community Cultural Wealth, or CCW, is a collective capital developed from a critical race theoretical framework challenging white normativity that is valued and perpetuated across all sectors of American society. Specifically, aspirational capital refers to the ability to maintain hopes and dreams for the future despite real or perceived barriers; navigational capital refers to the historic ability to navigate spaces that were not created with RMs in mind; linguistic capital refers to the intellectual and social skills attained through communication experiences in more than one language or style; familial capital refers to cultural knowledge nurtured among immediate and/or extended kin where the importance of maintaining a healthy connection to one’s community and its resources is learned; and resistant capital refers to knowledges and skills acquired through oppositional behavior that challenge inequality (Yosso, 2005).

CCW is furthermore important to consider in the context of Graduate School Choice as it has been linked with supporting access to graduate school for Chicana/o Americans (Espino, 2014), nurturing graduate STEM interest among African American males (Burt & Johnson, 2018), and higher education access for RM students broadly (Means et al., 2019). Familial, aspirational, and navigational capital are most referenced by RM students, often stating their aspiration for graduate education stems from their parents’ or legal guardians’ support and encouragement, despite potentially not having the financial resources or an insider’s knowledge on accessing graduate education (Espino, 2014; Burt & Johnson, 2018). All factors considered, it becomes clear how both cultural and social capital are directly influenced by race and may impact both individual and institutional characteristics in the graduate school choice model.
While research may provide statistical correlations about who aspires to, applies for, and enrolls in graduate education, known as the graduate school choice process, it comes with gaps in understanding the leaky pipeline for RM students in health professions programs. Although English and Umbach’s (2016) findings reveal that race is not a deterministic factor in the graduate school choice process, it is evident through enrollment disparities in graduate education, particularly in health professions programs, that RM students continue to be disadvantaged. Therefore, a better understanding of what contributes to the leaky pipeline of RM students pursuing health professions is warranted. Upon understanding the leaky pipeline, effective recruitment practices may be considered to increase the critical mass of RM students in health professions programs.

2.2 Leaky RM Student Pipeline to Health Professions Programs

Despite numerous initiatives and efforts to increase the racial and ethnic diversity of health professions programs over the past half-century, the racial and ethnic composition of the health professions programs has not changed substantially over the past 30 years. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) reported that racially minoritized students accounted for approximately 12% of U.S. medical school enrollees in 1991 and merely 13.5% of the total medical school enrollment in 2019, highlighting a stagnation in recruitment and enrollment of RM students (AAMC, 2019; Freeman et al., 2016). Simultaneously, RM students are most likely to exit the STEM pipeline, which encompasses health professions and post-undergraduate programs (Allen-Ramdial & Campbell, 2014). These data uncover the leak in the pipeline that impacts RM student enrollment at health professions schools.
While the exact cause for the leak in the RM student STEM pipeline continues to be explored, past research attributes it to a combination of sociohistorical, institutional, and psychological elements exacerbated by systemic racism, which aligns with all four layers of the Graduate School Choice framework (Allen-Ramdial & Campbell, 2014; English & Umbach, 2016; Freeman et al., 2016; Thompson-Rogers et al., 2018). More specifically, sociohistorical elements can be found in layer 4, institutional elements can be found in layers 2 and 3, and psychological elements can be found in layer 1.

At the sociohistorical level, layer 4, a history of racial discrimination and segregation continues to plague the U.S. higher education system. Between 1995 and 2009, more than eight in 10 new white students attended the 468 most selective colleges in the United States in contrast to the more than 7 in 10 of new African American and Latino/a/x students who attended the 3,250 open-access, two, and four-year colleges (Carnevale & Strohl, 2013). This is important to consider in the STEM pipeline because selective colleges in the United States spend anywhere between two to five times as much on instruction and resources compared to open access colleges (Carnevale & Strohl, 2013). Increased access to resources contributes to higher graduation rates and greater access to graduate and professional schools including health professions programs (Freeman et al., 2016). Furthermore, students from public or private research universities are most likely to pursue graduate education (English & Umbach, 2016), which does not include the two and four-year open access colleges where RM students are overly represented. These data reveal the direct impact the sociohistorical context may have on the leak of RM students in the health professions programs pipeline.

At the institutional level, layers 2 and 3, racially and culturally deficient climates in higher education also hinder RM students’ progression through higher education including the health
professions pipeline (Alfaro et al., 2014). Many undergraduate institutions in the United States have historical legacies of excluding RM students (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014) and, therefore, may have cultural molds that do not consider the whole student from a racially minoritized background. Cultural disconnects between RM students and their undergraduate institutions negatively impact STEM persistence as students may not feel a sense of belonging and may not develop a science-related identity (Alfaro et al., 2014). This ultimately influences their habitus in pursuing STEM related fields.

On the contrary, cultural environments that employ a holistic approach contribute to the educational success of RM students moving through the health professions pipeline (Thompson-Rogers et al., 2018). For example, nurturing, supportive, and family-like atmospheres enhance the academic and personal growth of minoritized students. Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) have cultivated this kind of environment through mentorship, intrusive advising, RM faculty representation, and embracing African American culture (Thompson-Rogers et al., 2018). As a result, HBCUs have emerged as leaders in graduating African American students and funneling them into the health professions pipeline (Kendricks, 2013). Furthermore, organizations that provide RM students with supplemental instruction for difficult “weeder” science requirements are more likely to produce RM students into the STEM and health professions pipeline (Figueroa et al., 2015). These findings support the notion that an organizational habitus toward serving RM students culturally and socially at the undergraduate level is an integral component of their STEM persistence including that of the health professions programs pipeline.

The psychological level, layer 1, is concerned with students’ mental and emotional state and how it influences their individual habitus. The sociohistorical and undergraduate institutional
elements previously discussed have resulted in feelings of exclusion that derail RMs from persisting in STEM and the health professions (Freeman et al., 2016). Racially minoritized students in these environments reported feelings of tokenization that question their sense of belonging, primarily in science courses where their representation is often scarce (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014). This isolation and lack of representation erode the cognitive processes that may be enhanced by diversity (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014), which can lead to a heightened habitus and persistence through the graduate school choice model, in this case health professions programs.

It has been established that sociohistorical, institutional, and psychological elements contribute to the leak of RM students in the health professions programs pipeline. Specifically, segregated enrollment patterns resulting in a lack of RM student enrollment at selective research universities, higher education climates that do not support RM students holistically in their STEM progression or identity development, and feelings of isolation and exclusion among RM students in STEM-related fields are examples across the four layers of the Graduate School Choice framework that contribute to the leak in RM students in health professions programs. Understanding these elements help explain aspects not yet explored in English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice framework. Further investigation is warranted to understand their direct impact on graduate school aspiration, application, and enrollment. Graduate school aspiration and application are deterministic factors that influence enrollment and fall under the responsibilities of recruitment professionals. Therefore, effective recruitment strategies for students of color in the health professions programs pipeline should be considered.
2.3 Recruiting RM Students for Health Professions Programs

Student recruitment for health professions programs, specifically RM student enrollment, most commonly takes the form of long or short-term strategies. Long-term recruitment strategies typically take the form of pipeline programs that begin at early stages of K-12 education and are used to expose and attract RM students during a formative period of their career exploration (Andersen et al., 2009). While advantageous for this reason, the duration of long-term recruitment strategies makes it difficult to track and study for effectiveness in growing the RM student pipeline into health professions programs (Andersen et al., 2009). Conversely, short-term recruitment strategies target post-secondary RM students, mostly undergraduate and sometimes graduate, and create a viable applicant pool of RM students who may or may not already be interested in the health professions (Andersen et al., 2009). Short-term recruitment strategies are easier to study for effectiveness, and one study found that a consortium of efforts from dental programs with short-term pipeline programs across the nation grew RM applicants by 77% between the years 2003 and 2007 (Andersen et al., 2009). For this reason, short-term recruitment strategies will be further considered in their contribution to graduate education aspiration and application in English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice framework.

The extant literature on short-term recruitment strategies shares a common theme around forming and maintaining relationships between graduate programs and RM students. The most cited recruitment strategies toward achieving this goal are involving faculty in recruitment, establishing partnerships between graduate programs and undergraduate institutions, summer enrichment programs, research or opportunity programs, pre-application campus visit programs, and informational presentations (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006). Beyond the relational aspect of short-term recruitment strategies, offering compelling
financial aid packages and insight on how to navigate the financial aid process are also cited in the literature as effective in recruiting RM students to graduate education (Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006). These elements of recruitment contribute to both the social and cultural capital of RM applicants, which influences their habitus and all phases of the graduate school choice process.

Faculty are identified as key stakeholders in the graduate admissions process as they often serve on admissions committees and have significant influence over the selection of students into a graduate program (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006; Posselt, 2016). Several strategies may be implemented to enlist faculty in increasing representation of RM students in graduate programs including (a) involving them in recruitment, which is effective in attracting RM students to graduate programs, especially when the faculty member is also from a racially minoritized group (Molina & Rogers, 2006), (b) serving as mentors and providing insights to the application process (Andersen et al., 2009), and (c) fostering more knowledge about prospective applicants and their institutions among faculty admissions committees, which may in turn lead to more advocating during the application process (Griffin & Muniz, 2011). With this information in mind, it is sensible to draw connections between faculty and the social capital they may offer applicants, particularly in increasing the network of connections and resources a prospective student has access to. In fact, faculty involvement in recruitment has led to a 25% increase of graduate RM students in some cases (Griffin & Muniz, 2011) and, therefore, should be considered when recruiting RM students to health professions programs.

In addition to using faculty in the recruitment of RM students, establishing relationships between graduate programs and undergraduate institutions, specifically those who serve RM
students at HBCUs or Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs, institutions that enroll 25% or more Latino/a/x students), has been documented as effective in growing the pipeline of RM students into graduate education programs (Griffin & Muniz, 2011). The relationships may take the form of biannual or annual visits to the undergraduate HBCUs or HSIs and are revolved around establishing rapport with faculty and advisors who work with RM students. This consistent relationship, which may lead to an increase in graduate applications and enrollees, helps the undergraduate organization build trust in the graduate program to support their students through their educational pursuits (Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006). Graduate programs report creating a steady applicant pipeline of RM students from minority serving undergraduate organizations after establishing these relationships (Griffin & Muniz, 2011). From these findings, one may draw connections between social and cultural capital development in establishing institutional relationships.

The remaining strategies employed, summer enrichment programs, research or opportunity programs, pre-application campus visit programs, and informational sessions all share the common purpose of allowing prospective applicants the opportunity to explore the graduate program, campus, or profession further (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006). Perna’s (2006) school choice model reveals that the final stage of the process, enrollment, is significantly impacted by the applicants’ socio-emotional considerations such as feelings of connection or inclusion, which makes these elements an integral consideration of recruitment. The feelings of connection or inclusion are most actualized with continuous engagement between the prospective applicant and the graduate program (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011), which further contributes to their social and cultural capital necessary to encourage pursuit of graduate education and influences their habitus and all stages of the choice process.
While short-term recruitment strategies have been effectively employed in recruiting RM students to graduate education (Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006), including health professions programs (Anderson et al., 2009), it is important to consider the cultural and social capital elements they offer that contribute to the RM student increase in graduate school aspiration, application, and enrollment. Rios-Aguilar et al. (2011) posited that, when recruiting RM students to graduate education, it is important to recognize that the students already have access to social and cultural capital that are resourceful to their navigation of the process. Being mindful of the various ways in which students can activate their social and cultural capital is important (Rios-Aguilar et al., 2011) and can take the form of students relying on their communities for help with financial, emotional, and physical support throughout graduate school. These findings align with Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth theory which asserts RM communities possess the skills and resources necessary to survive in environments and systems created without them in mind. With a 77% increase in RM students applying to dental programs (Andersen et al., 2009) and a 25% increase in applications to other science graduate programs (Griffin & Muniz, 2011), employing effective recruitment strategies is a viable way to grow the RM student pipeline to health professions programs.

2.4 Conclusion

Health professions programs in the United States lack student bodies reflective of the diverse nation they are part of (American Dental Association, 2016; Lacy et al., 2012; Marshall, 2018) and, as such, fail to actualize the educational benefits associated with a diverse student body (Garces & Jayakumar, 2014) or minimize the extant health disparities plaguing our nation (Lacy
et al., 2012). The lack of representation is especially apparent for RM students (e.g., African American, Latino/a/x, and American Indian students) (American Dental Association, 2017). English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice theoretical framework posits RM students are not inherently disadvantaged for graduate education, though their disparate representation in health professions programs confirms there are structural issues in the U.S. higher education system that derail RM students from persisting in the STEM pipeline. While the Graduate School Choice model explains the role of habitus as influenced by social and cultural capital, it fails to acknowledge the CCW inherent among RM communities (Yosso, 2005) and is difficult to adequately address why RM representation is lacking in graduate education. The factors contributing to this lack of representation become even more apparent when examining the leaky pipeline of RM students in health professions programs (Allen-Ramdial & Campbell, 2014). Sociohistorical, institutional, and psychological elements, exacerbated by systemic racism and encompassing all four layers of the Graduate School Choice framework, challenge RM students’ persistence through the pipeline. Culturally responsive short-term recruitment strategies are effective for growing the aspiration, application, and enrollment of RM students in graduate education including health professions programs (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011). The most commonly cited recruitment strategies involve: cultivating relationships with prospective RM students and their undergraduate organizations, involving faculty in the recruitment processes, and exposing RM students to the program’s campus and accompanying career options (Andersen et al., 2009; Griffin & Muniz, 2011; Molina & Rogers, 2006). Therefore, whenever possible, intentional short-term recruitment strategies targeted for RM students should be employed to grow their pipeline into health professions programs, a necessary step before their enrollment is to increase.
3.0 Methodology

Considering the problem of practice at SFV and review of supporting knowledge, I aim to increase the percentage of RM applicants by 4% (from 12% to 16%) by March 1, 2025 by improving SFV’s recruitment process. In this effort, I developed a recruitment program that acknowledged RM students’ CCW and integrated it into the existing strategy, which did not previously center on RM students. I developed the recruitment program by merging English and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice model with Yosso’s (2005) CCW theory. Specifically, I modified the definition of habitus used in the Graduate School Choice model from one’s perception of self and place within society as influenced by traditional notions of cultural and social capital to RM students’ perception of self and place within a health professions context as influenced by their CCW. Accordingly, by acknowledging CCW in recruitment and describing how it can apply to RM students’ health professions goals, I expected to influence their habitus and aspiration and application for pursuing optometry, thus contributing to an increase in their application rates.

The following questions guided this inquiry.

3.1 Inquiry Questions

1) How does a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students’ Community Cultural Wealth influence their habitus, aspiration, and application for optometry school?
2) How does a recruitment program that acknowledges RM students' Community Cultural Wealth influence SFV's ability to attract them to the organization?

3.2 Inquiry Approach

This inquiry followed an improvement science approach centered on problem-solving by continuous inquiry and learning (Byrk et al., 2015). Improvement science is often used in educational and healthcare settings and prompts incremental tests of change for efficient and useful feedback that inform systems on whether a change is an improvement (Byrk et al., 2015). The iterative cycles are known as the plan, do, study, and act (PDSA). In this context, the “plan” was the gathering of the data involved in my development of the theory of improvement, the “do” was the execution of the change idea and subsequent data collection, the “study” was the analysis of the data and its implicative findings, and the “act” is the integration, scaling, rejection, or adjustment of the change idea for future practice.

Improvement science furthermore relies on six core principles: making the work problem-specific and user-centered, understanding variation in performance is the core problem to address, seeing the system that produces the current outcomes, improvement at scale cannot be achieved without measurement, anchoring practice improvement in disciplined inquiry, and accelerating improvements through networked communities (Byrk et al., 2015). These principles also guided the design and approach of this inquiry.
3.3 Inquiry Setting

SFV is a public, non-profit organization located in the Northeastern United States and housed in a large, urban city where 54% of the population identifies as RM (U.S. Census Bureau, 2019). With a total enrollment of over 400 students, SFV awards the professional degrees of Doctor of Optometry (O.D.), Doctor of Philosophy in Vision Science (Ph.D.), and Master of Science in Vision Science (M.S.). The mission of the organization is to “advance visual health and patient care through leadership in education, research and service” (SFV, 2018, n.p.). SFV is immediately governed by its college president who is overseen by the Board of Directors and Chancellor of the state-wide public university system.

SFV has an extensive history of working toward increasing the diversity of its student population. Originating half a century ago with a class of all white men, the first act of diversity included the enrollment of a white woman who entered in the fifth class. While the number of woman and non-white students continued to increase after that, African American and Latino/a/x students remain underrepresented. To mediate the problem, SFV implemented affiliation programs with HBCUs dating back to the 1980s and 1990s. The agreements, however, did not improve RM student enrollments as their representation remained scarce, and the programs were discontinued. Furthermore, during the 1980s-2000s, SFV had a summer enrichment program for students who did not meet the admissions requirements, mostly related to the Optometry Admissions Test (OAT). Most of the students enrolled into the enrichment program were RM students, and it served as a remedial program to help prepare students for the rigors of optometry school. According to anecdotal evidence at the organization, RM students continued to experience attrition upon enrolling in the program. The enrichment program consequently ended, and SFV strengthened its position on academic aptitude and preparation as explicit criteria for admission.
This value on meritocracy ignited a polarity across the organization’s culture and functions. Berger and Johnston (2015) define polarities as:

Whenever you think about a pendulum swinging from one side and then overcorrecting to the other side, you have a polarity. Each side of the polarity mutually creates the other, so they are interdependent; they need each other to exist. (p. 96)

Berger and Johnston further explained that polarities are insolvable but can be managed. The polarity within SFV concerns whether the institution bears the responsibility to help its students succeed or whether students bear the responsibility themselves. Swaying too far into either belief system neglects the other one and creates an environment where either the organization is solely responsible or the students are rather than accepting both factors as mutually important in progressing the organization towards its goal.

Increasing the racial diversity of the student body is part of my responsibility as the Director of Admissions. SFV is affiliated with a larger statewide public university system, which has a policy on diversity, equity, and inclusion that has further motivated the organization’s enrollment goals (SFV Public University System, 2015). A 2016 ‘Diversity and Inclusion Plan’ and 2020 ‘Task Force on Race and Equity Report’ have produced strategies for how the organization will achieve its goals for becoming more diverse, equitable, and inclusive. An examination of these and other documentation and artifacts at the organization (i.e., admissions policy, articulation agreements, strategic plan) convey that a primary factor which may be prohibiting change toward the goal is that, while the problem is connected to all areas of the college, only the Office of Student Services, which oversees Admissions, bears the responsibility for achieving the goal.
3.4 Population

I set a goal of recruiting 40 RM students for the program to contribute to the potential impact in growing their application aspirations. This prompted a new approach in my outreach. Historically, recruitment sessions have been targeted for pre-optometry clubs across the nation and have not been specific to RM student groups, with a few exceptions. They have been offered to 80-100 undergraduate institutions per year. The institutions visited have been determined by application and market trends with those producing most applicants receiving priority. While several Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs) are included in the process, most of the institutions are predominantly white institutions (PWIs).

Instead of the common approach, I worked directly with pre-health advisors who are known to serve RM students, targeted undergraduate student or professional organizations that serve RM students (for example, Area Health Education Centers and Black Eyecare Perspective), and involved currently enrolled RM students in reaching their own networks. Examples of the networks sought by currently enrolled RM students are included in Table 2. I furthermore worked with SFPP programs across the state which enroll RM students who are not regular recruitment targets of SFV’s former outreach process. In addition to SFPP undergraduate students, those involved in the Minority Association of Pre-medical Students (M.A.P.S.) were ideal and sought after as part of this outreach strategy, because they are RM students who already have an inclination toward STEM or health-related careers. All parties were sent a formal invitation to the session, describing the format, purpose, and expected outcomes (see Appendix D). A flyer accompanied the invitation (Appendix D) and was promoted via SFV’s social media platforms. In total, at least 30 contacts were involved in the outreach.
Table 2 List of Outreach Contacts Sought by Current RM Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RM Students</th>
<th>Contact(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexa</td>
<td>Pre-health department, Caribbean Student Union, and Haitian Student Union at former UG institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson</td>
<td>Neuroscience advising team and Pre-health advisors at former UG institution, RM alum of SFV and Mentor (optometrists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyson</td>
<td>Pre-optometry club, RM student mentees, and mentor at former UG institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocio</td>
<td>Latino Medical Student Association (LMSA) at UG institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil</td>
<td>National Optometric Association Chair of Pre-optometry recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loryn</td>
<td>Alpha Kappa Alpha national sorority list-serv, Kappa Alpha Psi national fraternity list-serv (via a friend), and Pre-optometry club at UG institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Names are pseudonyms

Special consideration was given to undergraduate institutions that SFV has an existing strong relationship with the advisors, consideration of their research university classification, and their location coinciding in the same state as SFV. This approach was informed by the review of supporting knowledge, which revealed that these elements are most effective for growing the RM student pipeline in health professions programs: fostering relationships between graduate programs and undergraduate campuses (Griffin & Muniz, 2011), research universities and their connection to producing graduate applicants (English & Umbach, 2016), and the strong influence of remaining close to home in RM students’ enrollment decisions (Ramirez, 2013).

Sixty-four students registered for the sessions, surpassing my goal of 40, although demographic data were not collected on the registrants, so I am unable to confirm the number of registrants that identified as RM (my intended goal of 40). Thirty-seven of the registrants signed up for the session held on November 18th and 27 for the session held on November 23rd. Most registrants were from the state SFV is in (n=48), followed by a neighboring Northeastern state (n=9), and states located in Southern U.S. (n=5). Two registrants did not report their state. The
first session had a turnout rate of 41% (n=11) and the second session a turnout rate of 65% (n=24). Overall, the participation rates exceeded the average of previous general recruitment sessions (n=10). The sessions were held virtually via Zoom amid the COVID-19 global pandemic.

3.5 Recruitment Session Intervention

The recruitment sessions centered RM students’ CCW to assess whether there would be an influence on their habitus for aspiring and applying to optometry school, and their attraction to SFV. The objective was to engage and learn with RM students through their wealth inherited by their aspirational, familial, navigational, resistant, linguistic, social, and cultural capital—a contrast from the deficit lens RM students are commonly perceived through in white dominant culture. I sought participation from faculty on the Diversity Outreach Subcommittee by incorporating the idea for the updated recruitment session into our regularly scheduled fall meeting. I sought participation from enrolled RM students by emailing all students who identified as RM and sharing the objective of increasing our RM student pipeline by acknowledging their inherent strengths in a newly developed recruitment session. In preparation, I shared Yosso’s CCW theory with four faculty members from the Diversity Outreach subcommittee of the Admissions Committee at SFV and six currently enrolled RM students who volunteered to participate in the sessions. Both groups were asked to read and become familiar with the theory before determining how it may be applied to the proposed recruitment session. Upon meeting, we decided our goal for the sessions would be achieved by describing CCW and its various forms of capital, providing insights as to how participants can access their own, and by doing so, achieve their health
professions goals (both short- and long-term). We then developed an agenda to guide the sessions (see Appendix G). Both sessions followed the proceeding structure.

I introduced the session and CCW theory by presenting data depicting how quickly Google could answer, “What is the pathway to becoming a doctor” or “Optometrist.” Within a split second, Google showed the course requirements, standardized exams, and outside the classroom experiences required to gain admission and continue the pathway to becoming a doctor. Furthermore, however, students must enroll in and complete the respective health professions’ didactic coursework, clinical practicum, and, in some cases, be required to spend time in a specialized area of practice known as the residency. Thus, I intended to shift any potential short-term thinking around gaining admission to long-term thinking around all that becoming a health care provider involves. In other words, a shift from grades and standardized exams, to qualities, characteristics, and life experiences that offer currency for achieving health professions goals, all of which can be highlighted by their CCW. I concluded the introduction by comparing personal and professional development to finances. Immediate cash (short term) does not reflect the extent of one’s full wealth, rather assets and resources that accumulate interest over time (long term). Similarly, CCW is an accumulation of currency and assets that can be applied toward (or “spent” on) their health professions goals.

The session then moved into a CCW bingo exercise that was prepared by currently enrolled RM students to further introduce CCW and generate conversation around it (see Appendix H). A CCW statement such as “I attended public school growing up” or “I live(d) with my extended family,” were read and participants were asked to share their thoughts, if comfortable, answering “How has this experience helped you get to where you are today?” or “How might it help you achieve your long-term health professions goals?” The conversation that followed was rich,
informative, unscripted, and authentic, thus, varying in each iteration of the session. In one example, a participant, Brea (a pseudonym), shared how attending public schools allowed her to learn in a classroom with students from various racial, ethnic, linguistic, and socioeconomic backgrounds. This encouraged her to become President of her undergraduate Caribbean Student Association, where she promoted her Caribbean heritage on a campus where it lacked. Another participant, Josué (a pseudonym), shared how living with his extended family allowed him to learn how to negotiate, consider others’ needs, and work as a team to achieve a larger goal. He brought these qualities with him to his shadowing experiences, where he discovered his knack for being patient and cooperative in working with patients of different ages and linguistic backgrounds. This exercise continued for twenty minutes, fully centered on the lived experiences of RM students by acknowledging their CCW. The recurring messages reframed experiences perceived as setbacks in mainstream society into useful currency for achieving their short- and long-term health professions goal.

A clinical faculty member from the Diversity Outreach subcommittee, Dr. June (a pseudonym), then continued the conversation by presenting on “Healthcare as a means for Serving and Uplifting Communities” and weaving in the experiences of RM students wherever fit. The presentation topic was carefully selected with consideration of ample data suggesting that RM pre-health students are more likely to be motivated by serving their communities than non-RM students (Anderson et al., 2009). Who optometrists are, what they do, and who they serve were each explained with an emphasis on patients. Data were presented about RM patients’ likelihood in reporting satisfaction with care offered by racially concordant doctors (Betancourt et al., 2003) and related to their CCW. For example, Spanish-speaking Latino/a/x patients are more likely to report satisfaction with doctors who speak their language and African American patients are more
likely to report satisfaction with doctors who listen to them (Betancourt et al., 2003). Thus, an important driver in nurturing strong patient-doctor relationships are qualities that are strongly influenced by RM students’ linguistic and social capital, which refers to the intellectual and social skills attained through communication experiences in more than one language and/or style (Yosso, 2005). Dr. June further emphasized that while the research may refer to RM patient outcomes specifically, it is evident that the lived experiences of RM care providers will play an instrumental role in nurturing their overall competence and compassion. This was highlighted by their personal experiences such as those shared by Brea and Josué. The recurring messages of this section acknowledged how the CCW acquired by RM students’ lived experiences will serve them toward becoming optometrists, or health care providers generally, and add value to their chosen profession.

Next, three currently enrolled RM students shared their journeys by storytelling. Each student focused on one area of the application process and related it to their own CCW: the academic component, the professional component, and the personal component. For an example of the academic component, Pearson (a pseudonym) explained their experience as a refugee fleeing their native country in eastern Africa, relocating to a Caribbean nation, and starting university in the U.S. They explained the challenges that came through these experiences, alongside the resiliency they acquired from adapting to new customs and curriculum and defying the odds to meet the application requirements. These experiences garnered navigational capital; the skills acquired through maneuvering through social institutions not created with communities of color in mind (Yosso, 2005). They connected this experience to their motivation to persist through the challenging prerequisite science courses, despite often being the only RM student in the class. For an example of the professional component, Tyson (a pseudonym) emphasized the value in
participating in exposure programs such as the SFPP program offered at SFV. Through his previous experience in this program, he acquired exposure to the profession that not only solidified his interest in it but further introduced him to current students and faculty and the Director of the program at SFV. He referenced these connections as part of his social capital, the networks which support students practically and emotionally (Yosso, 2005). And for an example of the personal component, Rocio (a pseudonym) highlighted her unique identity, interests, and strengths that are results of her CCW. Specifically, she mentioned her passion for giving back to her community and thinking creatively, both of which stem from her experiences in often needing to create spaces that work and are comfortable for her. This relates to resistant capital which refers to the knowledge and skills fostered through challenging inequality (Yosso, 2005). She used these experiences to create a pre-optometry club at her undergraduate campus, and, as President, she was responsible for recruiting and mentoring RM students who followed in her footsteps. The recurring messages of this section framed RM students’ challenges as formative experiences for achieving their health professions goals.

Finally, the session concluded with revisiting Yosso’s (2005) CCW and summarizing how they can apply their CCW toward their health professions goals given the insights and first-hand experiences offered throughout the session. This was followed by providing participants resources for how to further engage, encouraging them all to apply to our upcoming SFPP program, attend SFV’s upcoming Open House, reach out to optometrists through the Black Eyecare Perspective, contact any member of the session (current RM students, faculty, or myself) for future support, and resources for scholarships and standardized exam preparation (see Appendix I). An open dialogue followed to allow students time for reflection, and for question-taking and comments from the participants.
3.6 Methods

To measure the effectiveness of the change idea, I utilized a quantitative approach through pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-surveys for RM student participants, including several open-ended questions for qualitative insights. The surveys were administered via Qualtrics XM. An invitation to participate in the surveys was sent following registration for the session. The invitation clarified that the data being collected would be used for a study being conducted at the University of Pittsburgh and inform future recruitment sessions developed for RM students at SFV (see Appendix E). It furthermore stated that participation in the survey was voluntary, and participants could opt out at any time. The quantitative data were used to inform whether the intervention had an impact on RM students’ CCW (habitus), aspiration, and application to optometry school, and the qualitative data helped to clarify their experiences and inform future iterations of the intervention. Overall, this methodological approach offered a holistic assessment of the recruitment session’s effectiveness toward achieving the AIM of increasing RM student applications to the Doctor of Optometry program by 4% by March 1, 2025. The inquiry was approved for exemption by the Institutional Review Board (Appendix J).

3.6.1 Quantitative Data

All participants were sent the survey (see Appendix F) prior to the recruitment session, immediately after, and two months after, thus, creating a pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-test. The same survey was used in all three administrations and collected demographic information such as class year, major, GPA, race/ethnicity and a self-rated assessment of the following measures: a) their own habitus informed by CCW, b) access to resources in pursuing or applying
to optometry (as related to habitus), c) aspirations for further exploring the profession and applying to optometry school, d) engagement with the OD program at SFV (as related to aspirations), and, e) influences that support or hinder their health professions goals (for further context).

Completion of the surveys was strongly encouraged prior to participating in the session. The pre-test was sent prior to the session and introduced again in the first 10 minutes of the live sessions. The immediate post-survey was sent within 24-hours following the session and the delayed post-survey was sent two months after the session. Two reminders were sent for the pre-survey, with the third reminder being the integration in the recruitment sessions. Three reminders were sent within ten days of the initial email for both the immediate post-survey and delayed post-survey. Six-point likert and four-point likert scales were used in several sections of the data analysis related to the participants’ self-assessed CCW and aspirations. Likert-scales allow researchers to measure means, medians, and standard deviations to note variations between groups, including same group analyses pre and post an intervention (Boone & Boone, 2012).

The pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-survey administrations further allowed for reliability in the data analysis. Reliability refers to the consistency of a measure and is achieved via test-retest reliability (Drost, 2011). The survey questions were informed by Yosso’s (2005) Community Cultural Wealth theory and professional knowledge on habitus, aspiration, and application to optometry school. They were reviewed for clarity and understanding and subsequently approved by my dissertation committee comprised of experts in the field of higher education. These steps ensured validity of the assessment. Validity refers to the extent to which a measure represents the variable it intends to capture (Drost, 2011). Thus, since the survey intended to measure self-assessed habitus informed by CCW, aspiration, and application to the OD program, the survey questions were developed to validly target these variables.
3.6.2 Qualitative Data

Qualitative data on RM student experiences and primary influences in support or hindrance of their health professions goals were sought via open-ended questions on the pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-surveys. Participants were asked “what does community cultural wealth mean to you?”, “if there were to be one thing holding you back from applying to a health professions program, what would it be?”, and “if you have so far applied, or will apply, to a health professions program, what was/is most influential in the process?”. I was interested in learning more about how the different elements of Yosso’s (2005) CCW might influence their perspectives and lived-in experiences as RM students pursuing health careers. More specifically, I was interested in having context for understanding how acknowledging CCW in recruitment may have influenced their habitus and aspiration for applying to health professions programs.

3.6.3 Trustworthiness

I conducted a trustworthy audit trail of the techniques utilized throughout the improvement inquiry including interactions with, and behaviors of participants and new outreach strategies employed in recruiting RM students. These elements are otherwise not direct measurements of the inquiry questions under consideration. Rather, the audit trail concerned my own professional journaling to serve as further context for the qualitative data. In other words, the data journaled via the audit trails further situated participants’ responses to the change idea and bolstered trustworthiness (Rose & Johnson, 2020).
3.6.4 Limitations

The methodology of this inquiry involved several limitations. For both the quantitative and qualitative data, a limited sample size prohibited me from drawing definitive conclusions from the analysis. To compensate, I highly encouraged the RM students to participate in all iterations of the survey and reminded them the goal of the session was to improve SFV’s recruitment initiatives for RM students. Participants were furthermore sent several reminders to complete each iteration of the survey. I also aimed to recruit an expansive group of prospective RM students to increase my chances of a representative sample size. By the time of the delayed post-test survey, I experienced a 43% dropout rate in my survey participation, falling within range of the up to 80% dropout rate documented for web-based surveys, though surpassing the average of 30% (Galesic, 2006). This dropout rate can be an indication of waned interest in the program by RM student participants, or it may also be explained by potential negative effects on virtual student participation ensued by the COVID-19 global pandemic which have not yet been examined. While definitive conclusions are not able to be drawn from the data analysis, the trends observed in the data are relevant and implicative for practice and important to consider in relation to the inquiry questions. The data may also inform the PDSA cycle.

Furthermore, as Director of Admissions, candidates may not have felt comfortable being truthful in their survey responses as they may have felt compelled to report what they believed I may have wanted to hear. To minimize this effect, I made an effort to establish trust and rapport throughout the recruitment sessions by being clear on my primary goal to serve and support them through their health professions journeys. I was transparent in sharing that as Director of Admissions, I do not make admissions decisions and instead advocate on their behalf. Thus, the
more familiar I become with their individual stories, the better positioned I am to support their applications.

Finally, I did not execute a pilot iteration of the administered surveys. Instead, I relied on preview options offered by Qualtrics XM and tested them on multiple electronic devices (i.e., laptop and cell phone). I furthermore disqualified incomplete surveys from the data analysis to eliminate any potential technological errors.

3.7 Analysis

The analyses of the quantitative data involved descriptive statistics including \( n \) (whole percentages), median (inter-quartile range), and confidence intervals to describe demographic and outcome variables of RM student participants. Changes over time (pre vs. post intervention) in outcomes (responses to the surveys) were first assessed using descriptive statistics and a repeated measure non-parametric one-way ANOVA, the Friedman test. The Friedman test disaggregates non-parametric data into inter-quartile ranges and calculates the median, which minimizes the degree of error and bolsters the confidence interval of observable changes (Altman & Bland, 2009). Non-parametric assessments, therefore, are appropriate when analyzing data that do not meet normal distribution requirements such as comparing groups of different sample sizes or ranked data derived from Likert-scales (Altman & Bland, 2009). This was necessary in this analysis as these data classified as non-normative, deriving from a combination of Likert scales, and having a different \( n \) across three groups: pre-test (\( n=23 \)), immediate post-test (\( n=14 \)), and delayed post-test (\( n=13 \)).
Where statistical significance was found in the Friedman test, further analysis of Pairwise comparisons was conducted to understand relationships among the data, as recommended for validity in non-parametric analyses (Altman & Bland, 2009). Linear-mixed effect modeling (LME) was used as it concerns variable and covariates in data that are grouped according to one or more classification factors such as repeated measures data (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000; Norman, 2010). LME analyzed the relationships between the median outcomes in the baseline (pre-) and follow-up periods (immediate- and delayed-post) to determine where the significance was occurring. Two-sided p-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. All quantitative statistical analysis were conducted in R-statistical package version 3.0.3.

Qualitative data extracted from the open-ended survey underwent descriptive coding and frequencies. “A code is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 4). I achieved this by interpreting the data and grouping together passages that exemplified the same idea, and named, or coded, the text with what it represented. I furthermore quantified the descriptive codes to observe frequencies across each.

In the pre-test survey, I predicted prospective RM students’ self-rated habitus (determined by CCW) would rank within the lower three quartiles (<=41/54). This prediction was based off the assumption that students do not acknowledge their own CCW. I furthermore predicted that their aspirations for pursuing or applying to optometry school would score in the lower half (<=2/4). In the immediate post-test survey, I predicted their self-rated habitus (determined by CCW) would increase to the top quartile (>=42/54) and remain so in the delayed post-survey. I also predicted their aspirations for pursuing the profession would increase in the immediate post-survey (>=3/4), while their likelihood of applying would not increase due to the limited time of this inquiry. In the
delayed post-survey, I predicted students would report further engagement with the profession and/or SFV, as connected to their increased aspirations for pursuing optometry.

Concerning the open-ended questions, I predicted students would report lack of knowledge or access to information about pursuing optometry or the health professions as a primary hindrance in addition to a lack of role models and dispositions that reflect internalized oppression. Finally, I predicted students would have limited understanding of their own CCW in the pre-survey, which would evolve to a new lens for which to pursue their goals in both the immediate post- and delayed post-surveys.

3.8 Epistemology and Reflexivity

While conducting this inquiry, I brought a postpositivist approach with a constructivist leaning, along with my cultural intuition. Postpositivism is a familiar paradigm in health professions education which posits:

[Postpositivism] maintains a dependence on observation and measurement to develop strong causal understandings of the world. Postpositivism retains the assumption that there is an objective truth but concedes that (just like the Holy Grail) we are unlikely ever to find it; instead, we build our understanding of the world within the limitations of our times, techniques, and currently available knowledge. This stance recognizes that scientists (as humans) are fallible and subject to a multitude of influences, and bias (while undesirable) is inevitable. (Young & Ryan, 2020, p. 695)

The nature of this inquiry involved both observation and measurements to determine if existing knowledge in the Graduate School Choice model can be confirmed, measured, or
challenged in relation to increasing RM student applications at SFV. Considering I furthermore sought to explain the experiences of RM students in this context, I brought a constructivist leaning to my approach. Mertens (2010) asserts that constructivism posits “knowledge is socially constructed by people active in the research process, and [researchers] should attempt to understand the complex world of lived experiences from the point of view of those who live it” (p. 16).

As a postpositivist with a constructivist leaning, I believe research cannot be completely void of bias. I am an intersectional first-generation American of Latinx descent who is the first in his family to obtain a degree of higher education, hailing from a humble upbringing. The experiences I have lived with these minoritized identities shape my perception of the world and my place in it, which inevitably informed how I approached this study. As the Director of Admissions with direct influence over recruitment, my values, beliefs, and my minoritized identities shape my practice even though I have not experienced health professions schools’ admissions processes firsthand. In the context of this inquiry, my understanding, recognition, and appreciation of the cultural and social capital RM communities possess strengthened the work. This positionality enabled me to acknowledge CCW in recruitment and lead participants in understanding how to pull from their inherent currencies that will serve them in the health professions application processes and future careers. Furthermore, I was able to connect more deeply with participants because of this cultural congruence.
3.9 Conclusion

Following an improvement science approach, I utilized mostly quantitative methods to determine whether RM students’ self-assessed habitus (CWW), aspiration, and application for optometry school were influenced by a session that acknowledges their CCW. I furthermore sought to understand how the improved recruitment session influences SFV’s, a public, non-profit optometry school located in the Northeastern US, ability to attract RM students. I intervened by working with four faculty from Diversity Outreach Subcommittee and six currently enrolled RM students to develop an updated recruitment session titled “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals.” Data collected via a pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-survey were administered via Qualtrics XM. The analyses involved the Friedman test (a non-parametric, one-way ANOVA), linear mixed-effect modeling, and descriptive coding and frequencies. As a first-generation American of Latino descent and intersectional minoritized identities, I approached this inquiry through a postpositivist lens with a constructivist leaning and reliance on my cultural intuition.
4.0 Results

This inquiry explored the ways RM students’ habitus and aspirations for optometry school may be influenced by a recruitment session that centers and acknowledges their CCW in relation to their health professions goals, the intervention. It furthermore sought to understand how the organization’s ability to attract RM students to its optometry program may be influenced by the recruitment session. A pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-survey were administered assessing RM students’ perceptions of their CCW (habitus) and corresponding aspirations for pursuing and applying to optometry school. A combination of Likert-scales, select all that apply, and open-ended questions were included on the survey. Quantitative data were analyzed using descriptive statistics, a non-parametric, one-way ANOVA (the Friedman test), and a linear mixed-effect regression for further validity and understanding of the changes over time. Qualitative data were coded and counted utilizing descriptive frequencies. The results of the analyses are explained in this chapter.

4.1 Survey Participants

In total, 49 participants completed the pre-survey (all 35 attendees and additional registrants who did not attend the sessions), 24 participants completed the immediate post-survey, and 22 participants completed the delayed post-survey. Given the focus of this inquiry, I only counted survey participants who identified as RM for all analyses, resulting in a total of 23 participants completing the pre-survey, 14 participants completing the immediate post-survey, and
13 participants completing the delayed post-survey. Demographics for RM participants who completed the pre-survey are presented in Table 3. Only participants who completed the pre-survey were invited to complete the post-surveys, so I will only present the demographics for the pre-survey, which was also the largest sample size. Contingent with my expectations and review of scholarly knowledge, most of the RM students who participated in the sessions majored in the sciences, had cumulative GPAs 3.0 or above, and were first generation college students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American / Black</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic / Latino/a/x</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender Identity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Generation College Student</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology, Chemistry, or Other STEM</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>69.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cumulative GPA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 – 2.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 – 3.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Results Relating to IQ #1: How Does a Recruitment Program That Acknowledges RM Students’ Community Cultural Wealth Influence Their Habitus, Aspiration, and Application for Optometry School?

4.2.1 Self-Rated CCW (Habitus)

This section of the survey asked participants to self-rate their CCW (habitus) by asking nine different questions on a 6-point likert scale, with 6 being “Strongly Agree” and 1 being “Strongly Disagree” for a cumulative maximum of 54 total points on their habitus scale. The questions were developed by relating Yosso’s (2005) CCW theory to the experiences of RM pre-health or pre-optometry students and informed by professional experience and the review of supporting literature. This section measured whether any changes in their self-rated CCW (habitus) occurred post session. Considering habitus is influenced by social and cultural environments (English & Umbach, 2016), an increase in the CCW median score, then, may be indicative of an increase in participants’ habitus. Table 4 shows the results. The overall median increased from a CCW total of 42.00 in the pre-test, to 47.00 in the immediate post-test, to 45.00 in the delayed post-test. Statistical significance was found in this change over time ($p < 0.01$).
Table 4 Friedman Test of CCW (Habitus) in Pre-, Immediate Post-, and Delayed Post-Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Pre-Test (n=23)</th>
<th>Immediate Post-Test (n=14)</th>
<th>Delayed Post-Test (n=13)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.</td>
<td>5.00 2</td>
<td>6.00 0</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My language (other than English) is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.</td>
<td>6.00 2</td>
<td>6.00 0</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My style of language (English) is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.</td>
<td>5.00 2</td>
<td>6.00 0</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health professions schools value my racial/ethnic background in the application process.</td>
<td>4.00 2</td>
<td>5.00 2</td>
<td>5.00 1</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health professions schools need more students who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me.</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>6.00 0</td>
<td>6.00 0</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My social networks are a resource for becoming a future health care professional.</td>
<td>5.00 1</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>6.00 1</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I have access to family and friends who can help me successfully apply to health professions schools.

| Rating | 4.00 | 2.5 | 4.00 | 0.75 | 5.00 | 2 | 0.111 |

I have access to professionals and mentors who can help me successfully apply to health professions schools.

| Rating | 5.00 | 0.5 | 5.00 | 2 | 5.00 | 2 | 0.864 |

I have been exposed to health professionals who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me.

| Rating | 4.00 | 2.5 | 4.00 | 2.5 | 2.00 | 4 | 0.716 |

| CCW Total | 42.00 | 6.4 | 47.00 | 3.5 | 45.00 | 7 | 0.008 |

A LMEM regression was conducted to understand the relationship between the data outcomes pre- and post-intervention determined by the Friedman test. Of particular interest were: “My race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming a future health care provider” and CCW total as these had the greatest change over time, and the statement best embodies the spirit of CCW and the message I intended to convey. However, “My style of English is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional”, “Health professions schools’ value my race/ethnicity in the application process”, “Health professions schools need more students who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me”, and “My social networks are a resource for becoming a future health care professional” also increased following this intervention. This is sensible considering these points were all conveyed throughout the recruitment sessions and refer to linguistic, cultural, and social capital.
Regarding their race/ethnicity as an asset, the most significant change occurred between the pre-test and the immediate post-test (see Table 5). While there was also an increase from the pre-test to the delayed post-test, it was not as strong and not deemed statistically significant. Regarding the self-rated CCW total (habitus), significant change occurred between the pre-test and the two post-tests (see Table 6). This confirms the recruitment session positively influenced their self-rated CCW, potentially implying an increase in habitus. However, slight decreases in the data in the delayed post-test for both variables may be an indication of a lack in retaining the effect over time.

Table 5 Linear Mixed-Effect Model on “My Race/Ethnicity is an Asset Toward Becoming a Future Health Care Provider”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Post-test</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Post-test</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 Linear Mixed-Effect Model on CCW Total (Habitus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate Post-test</td>
<td>4.590</td>
<td>1.348</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Post-test</td>
<td>3.064</td>
<td>1.386</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I predicted that participants’ self-rated CCW (habitus) would increase from a baseline of 41/54 or lower pre-intervention, to 42/54 or higher after the intervention. My prediction was correct in that RM student participants’ CCW was above 42 in the immediate post- and delayed-post surveys. Although their baseline exceeded my initial prediction, this does not discount the improvement or increase. Furthermore, while not directly observed in the open-ended responses,
this improvement aligns with my prediction that RM students’ perception of CCW would expand over time. Participants’ sense of “My race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming a future health care provider” increased from the pre-test median of 5.00 or “Agree”, to 6.00 or “Strongly Agree” in the immediate post- and delayed post-test, which further supports the improvement resulting from acknowledging RM students’ CCW in health professions recruitment. In contrast, “I have access to family and friends that can successfully help me apply to health professions schools” and “I have been exposed to healthcare providers of who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me” consistently ranked among the lowest elements of CCW at “Slightly Agree,” which both refer to social capital. I suspect these factors were not impacted by the recruitment sessions because they predominantly focused on SFV and the larger optometry community as social resources, an effort made in connection to the aim of increasing applications from this population by March 1, 2025. Considering these are fundamental elements of CCW, future iterations of the sessions should thus include stronger emphases on the social wealth and resourcefulness already abundant in RM communities. Overall, these findings reveal that the intervention was effective at increasing RM students’ perception of their CCW total, which may be an indication of an increased habitus. Considering habitus is the most influential characteristic in generating aspiration and application to graduate education, this may have a positive influence on increasing RM student applications to optometry school or health professions programs broadly.

4.2.2 Resources for Pursuing/Applying to Optometry School

This section of the survey asked participants to select all the resources they have access to in pursuing or applying to optometry school. Resources were referred to social networks and spanned across the graduate school, undergraduate school, professional, familial, and community
contexts. It was important to do so considering these resources may be connected to habitus for aspiring and applying to graduate education by offering insight into the nuances of the graduate application and admissions processes. The survey question included pre-health advisor(s), opportunity program advisor(s), faculty at UG campus, faculty at health professions program(s), practicing health care professionals, admissions representatives from health professions program(s), friends from local (home) community, friends from UG campus, family members, current students in health professions programs, students from professional/affiliated organization, and/or mentor. The access to resources participants reported in total increased from a median 3.00 out of 12.00 in the pre-test to a median of 4.00 in the immediate post-test and delayed post-test. This is a positive trend as the session intended to provide participants with access to professionals in the field and peers who can support them in their pathways to the health professions. As shown in Table 7, descriptive statistics revealed pre-health advisors (n=12), support program advisors (n=10), faculty from UG campus (n=8), and friends from UG campus (n=8) were most likely to be identified as resources in the delayed post-survey. And, controlling for the dropout rate in survey participation, most resources were selected in an upward direction over time. These results demonstrate the intervention may be effective at connecting RM students with resources that may help them in the application, an important component of the graduate school choice process, though further analysis is needed to understand their significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influences</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Immediate Post-test</th>
<th>Delayed Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-health Advisor</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Program Advisor</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty at UG campus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 47.8%</td>
<td>7 50.0%</td>
<td>8 61.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty at GRAD program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 17.4%</td>
<td>6 42.9%</td>
<td>5 38.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicing Healthcare Provider</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 26.1%</td>
<td>6 42.9%</td>
<td>7 53.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions Rep at GRAD program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 8.7%</td>
<td>4 28.6%</td>
<td>4 30.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends from local (home) community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 13.0%</td>
<td>4 28.6%</td>
<td>5 38.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends from UG campus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 21.7%</td>
<td>6 42.9%</td>
<td>8 61.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 26.1%</td>
<td>5 35.7%</td>
<td>7 53.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current GRAD students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 34.8%</td>
<td>7 50.0%</td>
<td>7 53.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers from professional organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 13.0%</td>
<td>5 35.7%</td>
<td>7 53.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 21.7%</td>
<td>5 35.7%</td>
<td>6 46.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.3 Aspirations for Pursuing Optometry and Applying to Optometry School

This section of the survey asked participants to rate their aspiration for pursuing optometry and applying to optometry school on a 4-point likert scale, with 4 being “I will pursue/apply” and 1 being “I will not pursue/apply.” Participants’ aspiration for pursuing the profession of optometry remained at a consistent median of 4.00, which corresponds with the statement, “I know optometry is the right career for me”. This did not align with my prediction, as I predicted aspiration for
pursuing the profession would increase. This reveals that the group had a predisposed interest in the profession which offers an opportunity for future exploration of RM students who may not have that predisposition. Participants’ aspiration for applying to optometry school also remained at a consistent median of 4.00, which corresponds with the statement, “I will apply to optometry school.” I predicted the recruitment session would not be substantive enough to change application aspiration after one time. Despite not seeing changes in these areas, increases in their self-rated CCW (habitus) may be a positive implication in relation to aspirations and applications being influenced by this session.

4.3 Results Relating to IQ #2: How Does a Recruitment Program That Acknowledges RM Students’ Community Cultural Wealth Influence SFV’s Ability to Attract Them to the Organization?

4.3.1 RM Student Engagement with Optometry Program

This section of the survey asked participants to select all forms of engagement they have had with SFV’s optometry program and/or the profession, with a total thirteen different options. The reported engagement total with the College or profession steadily increased over time from a median of 3.00 in the pre-test to 7.00 in the immediate post-test and delayed post-test. This aligned with my prediction that engagement would increase over time and may be explained by the additional resources to further engage participants offered in the session and the several communications that were sent promoting SFV’s SFPP Internship Program and Open House in the two-month interim leading to the delayed post-test. While these programs are regularly
promoted to SFV’s prospective applicant inquiry pool, they are not regularly promoted to a targeted group of RM students. A larger sample size will be needed to determine whether the change is statistically significant, although the trends move in the right direction. As shown in Table 8, descriptive statistics revealed participation in SFV’s Open House (n=11), shadowing in the profession (n=11), and SFPP’s internship program (n=10) were most likely to be identified as engagements in the delayed post-survey. Furthermore, most engagement opportunities move in an upward direction over time when controlling for survey participation. These results are important to consider as engagement is positively correlated with aspirations and applications and a continuation in engagement was an important objective of the recruitment session. Thus, the identified increases may be a positive indication of SFV’s ability to engage and attract RM students by acknowledging their CCW in recruitment.

Table 8 Descriptive Statistics of RM Students’ Engagement Over Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influences</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Immediate Post-test</th>
<th>Delayed Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered for Open House</td>
<td>n=9</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>n=10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended Open House</td>
<td>n=9</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>n=9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied for SFPP Internship</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>n=9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participated in SFPP Internship</td>
<td>n=10</td>
<td>43.5%</td>
<td>n=9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquired about campus tour</td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>n=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended a campus tour</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>n=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacted an optometrist</td>
<td>n=9</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>n=12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.2 Open Ended Responses

Descriptive frequencies on a series of open-ended questions revealed the intervention may have prompted a shift in the participants’ perception of the primary influence in applying for a health professions program. Specifically, participants were asked, “If you have so far applied, or will apply, to a health professions program, what was/is most influential in the process?” In the pre-survey, most participants mentioned exposure to the profession (n=5) as most influential, whereas in the delayed post-survey most participants mentioned belonging by way of diversity, equity, and inclusion in the program (n=4) as most influential (see Table 9). This finding may indicate that RM students feel a sense belonging at SFV by this intervention, thus, enabling SFV’s ability to attract RM students.
### Table 9 Descriptive Frequencies of RM Students’ Responses to Primary Influences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influences</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th></th>
<th>Immediate Post-test</th>
<th></th>
<th>Delayed Post-test</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in opportunity program</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging in the program</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure to the profession</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentorship</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, further descriptive frequencies revealed the session may not have been effective in shifting participants’ perception on their primary barriers in applying for a health professions program. Specifically, participants were asked, “If there were to be one thing holding you back from applying to a health professions program, what would it be?” In the pre-survey, most participants mentioned total costs (n=4) and standardized tests (n=4) as their primary barrier in applying, which allude to structural deterrents of their goals. In the delayed post-survey, most participants mentioned total costs (n=5) and standardized tests (n=3) again (see Table 10). While the session addressed both these factors under navigational capital, the session was not enough to shift their perception of these barriers. RM students may be more likely to shape enrollment decisions around these structural barriers (Carnevale & Strohl, 2013), so it is an important consideration in relation to SFV’s ability to attract RM students, implying the organization’s ability to do so may be deterred. It is furthermore important to consider in relation to the personal barriers identified, including a lack of confidence, discipline, or interest. While these barriers are
to be expected of pre-health students pursuing a rigorous endeavor that is not guaranteed, they do not align with my predictions that personal hindrances would be structurally influenced, involving a lack of knowledge, role models, or dispositions of internalized oppression. I suspect these results may have been influenced by the strengths-based narratives conveyed throughout the recruitment sessions, which may also be a positive indication for SFV’s ability to attract RM students by acknowledging their CCW. However, the structural barriers identified may overrule this effect, as indicated by their frequencies, and thus need to be further considered.

Table 10 Descriptive Frequencies of RM Students’ Responses to Primary Hinderances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influences</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th></th>
<th>Immediate Post-test</th>
<th></th>
<th>Delayed Post-test</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal (lack of discipline, confidence, or interest)</td>
<td>4 17.4%</td>
<td>2 14.2%</td>
<td>3 23.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Costs</td>
<td>4 17.4%</td>
<td>4 28.6%</td>
<td>5 38.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized Exams</td>
<td>4 17.4%</td>
<td>3 21.4%</td>
<td>3 23.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Conclusion

The findings in this chapter aimed to answer the inquiry questions under consideration. Statistical trends demonstrated that participants’ self-rated CCW (habitus) increased through this intervention. Their access to resources in applying to health professions programs also increased, which is another component relating to habitus as it concerns the information and social networks RM participants have access to. Similarly, RM students’ engagement with the profession of
optometry and SFV increased after the intervention, resulting in a positive implication in SFV’s ability to attract RM students. While not enough evidence was found to understand its direct impact on aspiration and application to optometry, these results are positive indications that the intervention is likely to influence these factors as engagement can be interpreted as a form of aspiration. Furthermore, a strong statistical significance ($p < 0.01$) was found in participants’ sense of, “My race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming a future health care provider,” which embodies the spirit of CCW and intended message of this session. As evidenced by the open-ended responses, RM students’ feelings of belonging to the health professions program of their choice increased post-intervention, which may have further implications on SFV’s ability to attract this population, albeit structural barriers persist that may serve as deterrents.
5.0 Learning and Action

I theorized that by creating a recruitment session that acknowledges RM students’ CCW, I may be able to improve SFV’s recruitment strategy for increasing applications from this population by 4% (from 12% to 16%) by March 1, 2025. The effort seeks to advance the organization’s ability in meeting its goal of enrolling a diverse and representative student body composed of 12% RM students or more. While numerous initiatives were previously in place and incremental improvements have been documented, SFV has not yet reached its goal. Results of the data collected via pre-, immediate post-, and delayed post-surveys, therefore, uncover important insights for this inquiry. Three key findings emerged from the results. This chapter explains the key findings, their implications for practice, and next steps.

5.1 Key Findings

The key findings emerged from this inquiry can be related to layers 1 and 3 of English’s and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice model, individual characteristics, and graduate school context (see Appendix B). Regarding layer 1, the individual level, RM students’ habitus was observed to increase with this intervention. Habitus was defined by participants' self-rated CCW and access to resources, an extension of the definition used in the Graduate School Choice model. It is an important consideration as habitus is most influential in generating aspiration, application, and enrollment in graduate education. While not enough data were collected to confirm this intervention’s influence on aspirations and application specifically, the increase in
habitus may imply a positive correlation with these variables, a conclusion of English and Umbach’s (2016) findings. Furthermore, RM students’ engagement with SFV increased post-intervention, and they reported a sense of belonging at the optometry program as most influential in applying, which may further support aspiration and application. These results also relate to the Graduate School Choice model’s layer 3, graduate school context, which concerns characteristics of a graduate program that may generate school choice processes (aspiration, application, and enrollment) as they imply SFV may be better able to do so by acknowledging CCW in recruitment. Nevertheless, structural barriers persist and may contribute to the deterrence of RM students’ aspirations and application to optometry school or to health professions programs more broadly. Thus, future efforts towards short-term recruitment of RM students must also consider the implications of these structural barriers and explore mediators to adequately retain RM student enrollment interest.

5.1.1 Key Finding #1: Acknowledging CCW in Recruitment May Increase RM students’ Habitus and Have Positive Implications for Aspirations and Application to Optometry School.

The session, “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals,” increased RM students’ habitus as evidenced by their increased rate of CCW and access to resources in pursuing or applying to optometry school (or health professions programs broadly). While their overall sense of CCW is important to note, as it encompasses their perceptions of self and place as influenced by their social and cultural environments within a health professions context, I am particularly interested in their increased belief that their race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming future health care providers. My interest in this aspect of CCW is twofold. First,
I believe this statement most embodies the spirit of CCW and the messaging I intended to convey in the recruitment session. Second, it affirms that acknowledging CCW in practice is a positive alternative to reliance on traditional perceptions of cultural and social capital, which undermine the value of RM students (Yosso, 2005) and potentially discourages them from developing a STEM identity (Alfaro et al., 2014). Although RM students did “agree” with this statement pre-intervention, they “strongly agreed” with the statement post-intervention. This may prompt future research to explore the various rates of CCW and their implications on habitus. For example, it may be discovered that this statement is more influential in overall habitus than mentorship or vice versa.

Furthermore, RM students’ self-reported access to resources also increased post-intervention, although more information will need to be collected for understanding the significance of this criteria and highlighting the specific resources that are most impactful in this pursuit. This inquiry strictly referred to resources as social networks, although they spanned across the graduate school, undergraduate school, professional, familial, and community contexts. This was supported by extant research that posits RM students may lack access to valuable social networks that offer insights into the nuances of graduate admissions and application processes (Perna, 2006), and Yosso’s (2005) CCW theory that highlights the importance of interwoven relationship webs found among RM communities. Therefore, an increase in RM students’ access to resources may indicate that this recruitment session guided students in better understanding how SFV and the optometry community may serve as a resource, potentially supporting a positive indication on habitus. However, further implementation is needed to help students better understand how their communities may serve as a resource.
5.1.2 Key Finding #2: Developing a Recruitment Program Centered on RM Students’

**CCW May Improve SFV’s Ability to Attract RMs.**

Layer 3 of the Graduate School Choice model concerns the graduate school context (English & Umbach, 2016). This refers to graduate schools’ characteristics that may influence the three phases of the school choice process, including aspiration, application, and enrollment. From this perspective, the recruitment session acknowledging RM students’ CCW may positively impact SFV’s ability in attracting RM students. This finding is first evidenced by RM students’ increased rate of engagement reported over time. While the statistics were not deemed significant, it increased from a median of 3.00 in the pre-test to 7.00 in both post-tests offering a positive implication of the practice. One interpretation of these results may be that students already engaged with SFV were also more likely to remain engaged in the survey participation. However, engagement is positively linked with aspirations and application to our program, so continued investigation is warranted.

This finding is further supported by RM students’ shift in their reported factors that most influence their application to optometry school (either presently or in the future). Prior to the session, most participants (n=5) reported exposure to the profession as most influential, derived from statements such as, “the most influential process will be learning more about the health profession through exposure” and “my experience working in the field.” Two months after the session, most participants (n=4) reported belonging to the institution as the most influential, derived from statements such as, “the most influential factor is knowing that I would be going to a comfortable environment where I feel included,” and “having a support system at the school such as faculty, mentors, and friends that help me know I belong.” While their statements do not refer to SFV specifically, a connection to the organization may be drawn considering the survey tracked
their development over time in relation to the recruitment session offered by SFV. Since cultural climates may impact STEM persistence (Alfaro et al., 2011) and socio-emotional elements influence the school choice process (Perna, 2006), these findings are positive implications for SFV’s ability to attract RM students through this recruitment session.

5.1.3 Key Finding #3: Structural Barriers to Health Professions Programs Persist, Which May Deter RM Students From Pursuing Optometry School and Should Therefore be Further Considered in Recruitment.

Despite notable increases in RM students’ habitus as determined by their CCW and a potential improvement in SFV’s ability to attract RM students, structural barriers continue to persist and should not be disregarded in the recruitment process. This finding is evidenced by most RM students’ reporting of total costs and standardized exams as the primary hindrances in applying to optometry school across all iterations of the survey. Thus, despite the session’s objective to connect students to resources that may assist in these efforts, such as scholarship opportunities and standardized exam preparations, the intervention was not effective in minimizing these perceived and real barriers. These data uncover an urgency for further consideration of these barriers in institutional decision-making processes regarding admissions criteria and total costs, while also exploring different approaches for navigating these realities with RM students in recruitment.

By displaying institutional actions toward minimizing structural barriers that may result from factoring them in policy decisions, an organization may be better positioned to serve RM students and further attract them to the organization. In this effort, however, it is equally important to be mindful of one’s approach in integrating this component in recruitment programs. A revert to deficit thinking and approaches may have deleterious effects on the positive implications of
recruiting RM students by acknowledging their CCW. In concordance with Rios-Aguilar et al.’s (2011) recommendation, RM students should be guided toward understanding how their communities can also be relied on for financial and emotional support through graduate education in addition to the actions being taken by the organization. This may take the form of RM students networking with and gaining inspiration from members of their communities who may have overcome the burdens of debt or those who may have navigated difficult exams. For example, this may involve an immigrant passing the citizenship exam or taking a leap of faith in migrating to a new country with minimal finances to their name.

5.2 Implications for Practice and Future Research

The key findings emerged from this inquiry inform several implications for practice related to increasing RM student applications to optometry school. At SFV specifically, the aim is to increase this population’s application rates by 4% by March 1, 2025 (from 12% to 16%). While these implications are most relevant for optometry schools with similar problems of practice, they may also be extended to apply to health professions programs or graduate schools more broadly. Accordingly, the first implication for practice is that institutional or systemic goals related to diversifying student enrollments should be informed by and centered on the constituents it intends to serve. Extant programs, services, and initiatives exist to grow the RM student pipeline to health professions programs; however, they have historically been informed by an institution’s needs or understanding of the problem. By failing to appropriately involve its constituents, the organization may miss out on valuable insight afforded by those living directly through the problem and fail to reach diversity targets on the way to their goals, thus perpetuating the problem. This problem is
heightened by the U.S. higher education climate toward muddled, race-neutral practices. On the contrary, this recruitment session intended to incorporate constituents in mutually learning about their needs, with a special consideration to the influence of race. It examined SFV as an organization, its strengths, and gaps toward achieving the goal, the supporting literature, and centered RM students as part of the improvement. Consequently, we may have positively influenced their senses of self and place within the optometry school context, as determined by their CCW. This may have positive implications on their aspirations, application, and overall attraction to SFV, which may advance us toward our aim.

The second implication for practice is that complex problems require complex solutions. Although improvements have been documented over time, SFV continues to enroll a student body underrepresented of RM students. It is only sensible, then, that considerable time, thought, planning, practicing, and redoing should be invested in the improvement. This includes strategic and critical thinking and dispositions supported by the science of improvement. Accordingly, this inquiry shifted SFV’s practical approaches for recruiting RM students, theorizing an increase in applications may lead to an increase in enrollment. I did so by updating the criteria that inform my short-term recruitment programming as Director of Admissions. Whereas previous criterion relied almost explicitly on application trends, current criteria rely explicitly on organizations, groups, and networks known to serve RM students. While two sessions were offered, and previous short-term recruitment programs still operated per usual, this is an increase in the focus and attention to RM applicants under my purview from previously. I furthermore involved various stakeholders not previously orchestrated in this goal such as faculty from the admissions committee, current RM students, and pre-health advisors. Finally, I expanded my outreach efforts by strategically involving RM students in the process and collecting RM serving contacts from across the nation.
As a result, I recruited a minimum of 23 RM students over the two sessions (this number is expected to be larger as I was only able to collect race/ethnicity of those who participated in the surveys), which is an increase from previous practices.

Further findings emerged from this inquiry imply an organization’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) goals for prospective students begin with recruitment practices (or admissions practices more broadly). While this intervention uncovered positive implications toward RM students’ habitus (CCW) and their potential aspiration, application, and attraction to SFV, it ignites conversation and exploration into whether our campus climate matches what is being promoted in recruitment. This connects to the first implication for practice concerning truly serving the constituents we intend to, an important consideration given our overarching goal of increasing RM student enrollment. A climate alignment, thus, may further assist in recruitment practices by allowing us to show tangible representations of how RM students will continue to be supported throughout their career path. Furthermore, this highlights the importance of guiding RM students not only through the application process but further through their enrollment and persistence through a rigorous academic program in optometry school and achievement of their health professions goals.

Future research on the topic should draw more data to develop representative conclusions regarding RM student habitus in the context of health professions programs. It should furthermore consider layer 3 of the Graduate School Choice model, the graduate school context, to continue exploring institutional characteristics that may influence aspirations, applications, and enrollment. This inquiry provides implications that may inspire and inform further discovery. For example, it may be sensible to understand the age or stage in life when habitus formation is most relevant to the Graduate School Choice process. Furthermore, it may be helpful to further understand how
CCW informs habitus overall beyond the context of optometry school as this inquiry sought to explain. This is especially important to consider as CCW as a theory may evolve and discover additional forms of capital not yet explored, which may further impact its relation to habitus.

5.3 Next Steps

Given the key findings and implications for practice, next steps toward increasing RM student applications at SFV by 4% by March 1, 2025 may first involve remaining committed to serving RM students by continuing to center them in recruitment. This is especially important considering CCW (habitus) levels decreased in the delayed post-test (two months after the sessions), indicating a potential lack in RM students’ retention of the messaging and interest over time that is critical to enrollment. Accordingly, I plan to continue monitoring and engaging with RM student participants to track their Graduate School Choice developments with a shift in focus to applications and enrollment. I furthermore plan to continue offering the “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals” session twice a year (or more) as new information and data develops. Finally, I plan to continue nurturing relationships among all current and future RM student participants and the contacts collected that are known to serve or involve RM students.

Furthermore, next steps may involve further investigation into SFV’s characteristics for influencing the Graduate School Choice process (layer 3 of the model). Specifically, since acknowledgement of CCW in recruitment has positive implications on habitus, aspiration, and application for RM students, investigation into potential implications for enrollment is warranted. I plan to do this by working with faculty on the admissions committee to better assess their values,
knowledge, and understanding around CCW. This may inform and help us improve our review and decision-making processes for selecting candidates to the optometry program, especially when standardized criteria are not met (exam performance, for example). Furthermore, considering total costs are a structural barrier that may deter SFV from its goal, conversations and analysis around minimizing this barrier is warranted with the appropriate departments such as the financial aid office and/or the business department.

Finally, next steps may involve further operationalizing CCW beyond acknowledging it in recruitment. This may be achieved by integrating CCW with existing long-term recruitment strategies and support programs for enrolled RM students. SFV’s long-term recruitment strategies are sensible to consider as they reach students earlier in the pipeline and allow for more creativity in reaching and serving the population. For example, we may reach RM students by reaching out to community churches’ Sunday school programs (or their equivalents across different religions). This may help us sustain our efforts toward increasing RM student applications in the long term, whereas the short-term recruitment programs may assist in the immediate (the aim of this inquiry). SFV’s support programs for enrolled students are also valuable to consider since they serve the primary constituents in relation to the aim, RM students, who may assist in advancing us toward our aim.

5.4 Conclusion

Acknowledging CCW in recruitment has positive implications toward increasing RM students’ habitus, which may influence their aspiration and application to optometry school. Furthermore, it may improve an organization’s ability to attract RM students. Despite the progress
accomplished through this study, structural barriers persist that demand to be considered alongside CCW. This inquiry highlighted the significance of centering and learning with the primary constituents involved in the problem, bringing complex solutions to complex problems, and leading authentically, which are all key implications for a practice connected to growing RM student applications to optometry school or health professions programs more broadly. Furthermore, this inquiry may lead to future research on CCW’s influences on habitus more conclusively and layer 3 of the Graduate School Choice model. Next steps should involve scaling knowledge around CCW by continuing to work with RM student participants, assessing the organizational value of CCW in practices related to enrollment, and integrating with long-term recruitment initiatives and support programs, which may further assist the organization toward its aim of increasing RM student applications.
6.0 Reflection

Improvement science prompts rapid tests of change for efficient and useful feedback that inform systems on whether a change is an improvement (Byrk et al., 2015). Having completed the first iteration of the plan, do, study, act (PDSA) with this inquiry, I will reflect on whether this change was an improvement toward increasing RM student applications by 4% by March 1, 2025, the aim of this project. The reflection will be guided by the six core principles relied upon in improvement science.

6.1 Core Principle 1

This improvement inquiry was both problem-specific and user-centered. It addressed a problem that needed improvement, lack of RM student enrollment, and was centered on the user, RM students. Recruitment strategies at SFV were previously devised around previous application and enrollment trends with some degree of consideration given to RM student application data (e.g., institutions where RM students most apply from). However, recruitment programs and their content did not previously center on the direct experiences of RM students. This improvement project, therefore, while too early to determine its effectiveness in increasing RM student applications (the problem), offers a new framework to seek, recruit, and engage RM students (the users). I learned that by doing so, at a minimum, we can increase RM students’ sense of habitus by way of their CCW and belonging in the profession of optometry and the College. I expect this
is a positive implication for increasing RM student applications in the long term and confirm it may strengthen the College’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging efforts in the short term.

6.2 Core Principle 2

Variation in improvement science concerns what works for an individual and under what set of conditions (Byrk et al., 2015). This improvement inquiry worked for me, Director of Admissions, because I am a racially minoritized professional who has a personal connection, understanding, and investment in the problem. My personal experiences therefore helped me make sense of the concept and ideate how to operationalize it. This may not be the same for other professionals who may not have the same understanding of racially minoritized experiences firsthand, which illuminates the importance of proper training. Considering the users of this problem are RM students, it proved furthermore helpful to involve current RM students in the process, who enriched the session and its overall impact by offering their insights on how their CCW helped them in their health professions journeys. This practice should work reliably across all contexts.

6.3 Core Principle 3

This improvement inquiry was rooted in an examination of the system that produces undesirable outcomes in terms of adequately reaching RM students. It considered an organizational analysis of the problem, my sphere of influence as Director of Admissions, and the stakeholders
connected to the problem. It furthermore considered what has been done in the past surrounding
the problem and institutional data on their success and failures. I was able to successfully change
processes within the organization, and, as a result, our strategy for recruiting RM students and
driving applications from this population is now updated. I was able to bring this change
immediately, and it was connected to the problem identified by the College’s goals, mission, and
strategic initiatives. Finally, this improvement project spanned across several stakeholders and
brought together the Director of Admissions, faculty on the Admissions Committee, pre-health
advisors, current RM students, and prospective RM students. The admissions department has
always had access to various stakeholders, though this improvement project allowed me to
orchestrate all stakeholders to be involved and part of the solution. There is the opportunity to
scale this out broader in future iterations.

6.4 Core Principle 4

This improvement inquiry was driven by quantitative measurement. It was informed by
previous measurements in the field, such as Graduate School Choice, which explained the most
influential factors in understanding who aspires to, applies to, and enrolls in graduate education
(English & Umbach, 2016). It merged this theory with Yosso’s (2005) to make the improvement
centered on the experiences of the population we aimed to reach, RM students. It measured
whether the improvement, the recruitment session, influenced RM students’ aspiration and
application to optometry school. While it is too early in the improvement process to determine
whether these variables were influenced by the session, I can conclude that their overall sense of
CCW was improved. There may be connections with this and their habitus, which is most
influential in determining who will aspire and apply for graduate education. The measurement of this study positions the organization well for future iterations of the study, specifically in reaching RM student populations who were not already aspiring for a career in optometry and scaling out to other areas of the application process.

6.5 Core Principle 5

This improvement inquiry was the first iteration of a continuous Plan, Do, Study, Act cycle. My understanding of the problem by analyzing the organization informed the ‘plan’, consideration of the supporting literature informed the ‘do’, the quantitative analysis of the survey data informed the ‘study’, and the implications for practice informed the ‘act’. Although it is too soon to determine whether the improvement will lead to the aim of increasing RM student applications by 4% by March 1, 2025, there are positive implications that cause me to believe so. I learned that in the future, I can be more strategic about reaching populations not interested in the profession to potentially grow the interest pool and pipeline, work more intentionally with the faculty on the admissions committee to determine how we may consider CCW in the selection process, gather more data on CCW from currently enrolled RM students, and ultimately use the information to potentially impact RM student enrollments.
6.6 Core Principle 6

Given this improvement has not completed its full run of disciplined inquiry, I am not yet ready to accelerate the improvement through networked communities. Among the stakeholders involved, there was collaboration between the faculty, pre-health advisors, and current RM students. In the future, I may present the inquiry in conferences concerning graduate student enrollment such as the National Association of Graduate Admissions Professionals (NAGAP) or the National Association of Medical Minority Educators (NAMME). In fact, this may be considered in a future iteration of the PDSA to learn from colleagues in the field and incorporate adjustments to the process accordingly.

6.7 Conclusion

As the Director of Admissions at an optometry program in Northeastern United States, my thinking, understanding, and experience around the lack of RM student enrollment in the program expanded through this disciplined, improvement science inquiry. I understand that effective solutions require a thorough investigation involving practitioner knowledge, understanding of the system, and review of scholarly and supporting knowledge. Furthermore, I recognize the importance of not setting out for change alone. Actual improvement requires a shift in the system and involvement of stakeholders. While I work within a system, I, as a leader scholar practitioner, am also a system within myself. I am a higher education professional with a Latino/a/x identity and strong passion for bringing inclusive and equitable practices to the field. Consequently, I brought my lived experiences and authentic self to this improvement inquiry, an element that I
believe contributed to my own professional and personal development, but also that of the organization as we aim for a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive student body. As aligned with one of the significant results of this inquiry for RM students, I am moving onto next steps believing “my race/ethnicity is an asset” toward achieving our aim.
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Appendix B English’s and Umbach’s (2016) Graduate School Choice Framework
Appendix C Driver Diagram for Improvement Inquiry AIM

By March 1, 2025, the School for Vision will increase percentage of applicants from racially minoritized (RM) students by 4%, from 12% to 16% or greater.
Appendix D Invitation to Participate in the School for Vision’s Improved Recruitment Session

Hello colleagues and friends,

I hope this message finds you all well and in good health. For those of you who do not know me, my name is Christian Alberto, and I am the Director of Admissions at the School for Vision. We have worked with many of your SFPP programs in the past and always appreciate supporting your students through their UG journeys. Accordingly, the purpose of my email is to invite your students to a new recruitment session titled “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals.”

Goal of Session

Over the course of a 90-minute ZOOM session, two purposes will unfold; to expose/attract racially minoritized students (RM – Black or African American, Latino/a/x, or American Indian) to the profession of optometry and acknowledge the community cultural wealth that will serve them as future health professions applicants, students, and health care providers. While optometry will be the focus/example used, insights from the sessions can be applied to any health profession. The session will include a current faculty clinician and an enrolled RM student(s), all of whom may serve as resources for participants’ future goals.

Participating in Session

While all students are invited to participate, the session is targeted for students who identify with an RM background detailed above. Participating in the session will not impact future admissions decisions, rather, offer participants’ support in navigating and being successful future applicants to health professions programs.

● RSVP Here (link)

Please help share the attached invitation with your students, especially RM students. If you have access to RM students in other support programs such as EOP or SEEK, or organizations such as M.A.P.S., please feel free to extend this invitation to those students as well. Important to note:

● Students do not need to have an interest in optometry to participate, rather health professions or STEM more broadly.

● There will be an optional survey participants can choose to complete during the session. The survey will be introduced at the start of the session.

I’m very hopeful about the opportunity to celebrate and support your students in achieving their goals. Thank you in advance for your support,

Christian Alberto, MSEd
Appendix E Invitation to Participate in Survey on Racially Minoritized Students’ CCW (Habitus), Aspiration, and Application to Optometry School

Hello Undergraduate Students,

Thank you for RSVP’ing to attend “Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals” session. As mentioned, this session is meant to support RM students’ by sharing insights on how cultural wealth can be applied to health professions admissions processes and future career goals.

Prior to attending the session, we kindly seek your participation in a 25-question survey around your experiences as undergraduate pre-health students, specifically your cultural wealth and aspiration to optometry school/health professions. The survey will be introduced again at the start and end of the session. The survey is intended for a research study being conducted at the University of Pittsburgh and the information collected will be used to inform future recruitment sessions developed for RM students at SFV.

Important to note:

Your survey participation is voluntary, and you can opt out of survey participation at any time. Completing the survey is not a requirement to participate in the session. Participating in the survey or not will not have any impact on your relationship with SFV, instead offer more informed and potentially improved recruitment programs for you in the future. This is the benefit of participating in the survey.

While your preferred email address will be collected in the survey, it will be used to send future iterations of the survey as we will also seek your participation in a survey immediately after the session and 2-months after the session. Your email address will be coded with a unique ID which will be used to connect your survey responses. Your information will be accessible to the Director of Admissions and research group at the University of Pittsburgh.

All data will be stored securely in the Qualtrics system, and your identifying information will be stored separately from survey responses. This will minimize the risks associated with a potential but unlikely breach of confidentiality.

● Link to survey here

Thanks in advance. We look forward to learning more about your experiences and supporting you throughout to your health professions journeys.

With gratitude,

Christian Alberto, MSEd
Appendix F Survey on Racially Minoritized Students’ CCW (Habitus), Aspiration, and Application to Optometry School

Page 1 – “By checking this box, I agree to complete this survey for SFV assessment purposes solely.” (Required question)

Demographic Information

1. Class Year:
2. Institution:
3. Major:
4. GPA:
5. Race/ethnicity:
6. Gender:
7. First-generation college student? Y/N

Habitus (Community Cultural Wealth)

Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on questions #9 - 17 (4 – Agree, 3 – Somewhat agree, 2 – Somewhat disagree, 1 – Disagree):

8. My race/ethnicity is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.
9. My language (other than English) is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.
10. My style of language (English) is an asset toward becoming a future health care professional.
11. Health professions schools’ value my racial/ethnic background in the application process.
12. Health professions schools need more students who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me.
13. My social networks are a resource for becoming a future health care professional.
14. I have access to family and friends who can help me successfully apply to health professions schools.
15. I have access to professionals and mentors who can help me successfully apply to health professions schools.

16. I have been exposed to health professionals who are of the same racial/ethnic background as me.

17. Which of the following resources do you have access to for support through health professions programs’ application process (select all that apply):
   a. Pre-health Advisor
   b. Opportunity program advisor (e.g., SFPP, EOP, etc.)
   c. Faculty at my UG campus
   d. Faculty at health professions program(s)
   e. Practicing health professional
   f. Admissions representative from health professions program(s)
   g. Friends from my local (home) community
   h. Friends from my undergraduate campus
   i. Family members
   j. Current students in health professions programs
   k. Students from professional/affiliated organization (e.g., Greek organizations, student clubs, etc.)
   l. Mentor

18. Rate your confidence level in applying to a health professions program:
   4. I am confident about applying to a health professions program.
   3. I am somewhat confident about applying to a health professions program.
   2. I am less confident about applying to a health professions program.
   1. I am not confident about applying to a health professions program.

Aspiration for Optometry

19. Which of the following statements accurately describes your aspiration for pursuing a career in optometry:
   4. I know optometry is the right career for me.
3. I am leaning toward a career in optometry.
2. I am unlikely to pursue a career in optometry.
1. I know optometry is not the right career for me

20. Which of the following statements accurately describes your aspiration for applying to optometry school:
   
4. I will apply to optometry school.
3. I am leaning toward applying to optometry school.
2. I am unlikely to apply to optometry school.
1. I will not apply to optometry school.

Participation/Exploration in Optometry

21. Have you participated in any of the following SFV recruitment/exploration programs? (Select all that apply)
   
a. Registered for SFV’s Open House
b. Attended SFV’s Open House
c. Applied for SFV’s SFPP Internship Program
d. Participated in SFV’s SFPP Internship Program
e. Inquired about a SFV Campus Tour
f. Attended a SFV Campus Tour
g. Contacted an optometrist to shadow
h. Shadowed an optometrist
i. Contacted a SFV admissions representative
j. Contacted a SFV faculty member
k. Contacted a SFV student
l. Initiated an application to SFV
m. Applied to SFV
Open-ended Questions

22. What information is most helpful to learn about during health professions recruitment/information sessions?

23. If there were to be one thing holding you back from applying to a health professions program, what would it be?

24. If you have so far applied, or will apply, to a health professions program, what was/is most influential in the process?
Appendix G Recruitment Session Agenda

Applying Your Cultural Wealth Toward Your Health Professions Goals Session

Wednesday, November 18th and Monday, November 23rd; 7:00 - 8:30 PM EST

- 7:00 - 7:10 PM - Welcome, Introductions, Pre-survey completion
- 7:10 - 7:30 PM - Cultural Wealth Bingo Conversation
- 7:30 - 7:35 PM - Yosso's Cultural Wealth Overview
- 7:35 - 7:50 PM - Healthcare as a Means for Serving and Uplifting Communities, Faculty
- 7:50 - 8:20 PM - Success Storytelling by Current RM Students
- 8:20 - 8:30 PM - Additional resources and Staying connected
- 8:30 PM - Optional Q&A "stay a while"
Appendix H Community Cultural Wealth Bingo / SFV Enrolled RM Student Involvement

I) **Start session with:** Game of Life/Bingo prompts

Sentence to keep in the back of our minds to keep things tied in:

**“How have I pulled from my cultural wealth to meet the demands of a career in optometry?”**

1. I am the only English speaker in the family.
2. I will be the first college graduate in my family.
3. I worked a part time job during high school or college to help support my family.
4. I help(ed) care for my siblings and/or have responsibilities in the home.
5. I navigated the college application process on my own.
6. I speak another language.
7. I help(ed) my siblings through school.
8. I come from a low-income family.
9. Teachers told me I would not graduate college (or pass a course).
10. I take part in religious practices and worship.
11. I was born outside of the US.
12. I have never traveled outside the US.
13. I have been the only person of my race in a room.
15. I grew up in an urban area.
16. I attended public school.
17. I took public transportation to school.
18. I live(d) with my extended family.
Transitional question into the introduction of community cultural wealth “How has your culture helped you get to where you are today? How will your culture help you in the future?”

II) Questions following bingo to better understand participants:
- What exposures have you had to optometry thus far?
- Are you exploring other fields of health care? And what pros do you see about pursuing a career in optometry...especially as a minority? (Guide conversation towards the impacts that can be made on the growth and development of communities through eyecare: such as increased productivity, children being able to excel at school, etc.).
- What makes you want a career in the health field? (Is their cultural wealth a motivation?)

IV) Split the undergraduate / application processes in three parts and each volunteer will share their story on one of the parts

Personal Stories- How has your cultural wealth helped you navigate:

1. Academic
   a. The OAT
      i. What test preps were used, what test preps would you recommend?
      ii. What programs give discounts?
         - DAT bootcamp (has a new package w/ physics instead of percept ability)
      iii. Free, self-study tools (ex: YouTube sources)
   b. Prerequisites

2. Professional
   a. Shadowing
   b. Research experience
   c. Building relationships with mentors/Recommenders
   d. Internships
   e. Scholarships
      i. Crack the OAT scholarship
ii. Hispanic Scholarship Fund
iii. Congressional Black Caucus Scholarship
iv. United Health Louis Stoke Scholarship

3. Personal
   a. Personal Statement/Supplement Essays
      - DAT bootcamp essay review service
      - College campus writing center
   b. Hobbies & interests and how they stem from cultural background and how optometry-- being such a diverse field-- will enable you to find a way to apply whatever it is that interests you.

V) Providing participants with resources to further explore their interests and passions, connecting them to SFV and optometry
   - Black Eye Care Perspective-- mentorship & guidance geared towards minorities (focus on creating a pipeline for black students into optometry)
   - Affordable access to OAT prep resources—e.g., discount to Kaplan through pre-health clubs (via Kaplan campus ambassadors)
Appendix I Sharing the Wealth Resource Guide (Post-Session)

**SHARING THE WEALTH**

**TOP 5 TIPS**
1. Do your research.
2. Seek out mentors.
3. Know your value.
4. Gain experience in your field of interest.
5. Create connections through networking.

**SCHOLARSHIPS**
- Crack the OAT Scholarship
- Hispanic Scholarship Fund
- Congressional Black Caucus Scholarship
- United Health Louis Stoke Scholarship
- Nicholas A. Pennipede Memorial Scholarship
- The Earnest Scholarship
- Fastweb – Free Scholarship Matching Service

**UPCOMING OPPORTUNITIES**

**TEST PREP RESOURCES**
- Kaplan Prep Course
  - OAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT
  - Discounts available for CSTEP students
- The Princeton Review
  - OAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT
- Cracking the OAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT
- Free resources include:
  - Chad’s videos
  - OAT Bootcamp
  - Khan Academy

**CONTACT INFO**

**CULTURAL WEALTH IS...**

“...an array of knowledges, skills, abilities and contacts possessed and used by Communities of Color to survive and resist racism and other forms of oppression”

- Yosso (2005)
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